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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ELECTROADHESION-BASED MANIPULATION IN MANUFACTURING

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/277,756, filed January 12, 2016, entitled “Methods and Systems for Electroadhesion-Based Manipulation in Manufacturing” [Attorney Docket No. 42462-707.101], the entire contents of which are herein incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The mass production of products has led to many innovations over the years. Substantial developments have been made in the industrial handling of various materials and items, particularly in the area of robotics. For example, various types of robotics and other automated systems are now used in order to "pick and place" items during many manufacturing and other materials handling processes. Such robotics and other systems can include robot arms that, for example, grip, lift and/or place an item as part of a designated process. Of course, other manipulations and materials handling techniques can also be accomplished by way of such robotics or other automated systems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Despite many advances over the years in this field, there are limitations as to what can be handled in such a robotic or automated manner.

[0004] Conventional robotic grippers typically use either suction or a combination of large normal and shear forces and fine control with mechanical actuation in order to grip objects. Such techniques have several drawbacks. For example, the use of suction tends to require smooth, clean, dry, non-porous, and generally flat surfaces, which limits the types and conditions of objects that are gripped. Suction also tends to require a lot of power for the pumps and is prone to leaks at any location on a vacuum or low pressure seal, with a resulting loss of suction being potentially catastrophic. The use of mechanical actuation often requires large normal or "crushing" forces against an object, and also tends to limit the ability to robotically grip flexible, deformable, fragile, or delicate objects. Producing large forces also increases the cost of mechanical actuation. Mechanical pumps and conventional mechanical actuation with large crushing forces also often require substantial weight, which is a major disadvantage for some applications, such as the end of a robot arm where added mass must be supported. Furthermore, even when used with sturdy objects, robotic arms, mechanical claws and the like can still leave damaging marks on the surface of the object itself.

[0005] Alternative techniques for handling items and materials also have drawbacks. For example, chemical adhesives can leave residues and tend to attract dust and other debris that reduce effectiveness. Chemical adhesives can also require a significant amount of added force to undo or overcome a grip or attachment to an object once such a chemical adhesive grip or attachment is applied, since the gripping interaction and force is typically not reversible in such instances.
Conventional robotic grippers often do not support gripping of more than one object at a time and thus limit the speed with which operations including a plurality of objects are completed. Conventional systems are also often constrained by a requirement that said objects be fed to the robotic gripper with precise orientations by a human operator for proper "pick and place". Furthermore, conventional systems are typically large and require special fencing to protect operators from the hazards of working near high-speed robots.

Although many systems and techniques for handling materials in an automated fashion for the manufacture of an article have generally worked well in the past, there is a desire to provide alternative and improved ways of handling items. In particular, improved automated systems, devices, and techniques are needed to enable the picking and placing or other handling of a plurality of materials including a broad spectrum of flexible and/or porous materials of various shapes and sizes that cannot be handled reliably using conventional vacuum and mechanical methods. Such materials include but are not limited to woven and knit fabric, as used in athletic footwear and apparel manufacturing, carbon fiber sheets, as used in airframe manufacture, and flexible printed circuit boards. The ability to pick up flexible materials without distorting their shape through sagging, wrinkling, or other deformation, and then place them precisely in such a way that preserves their shape is desired so as to enable automation of a variety of subsequent tasks such as welding, fusing, stitching, bonding, printing, or any other task that requires precise placement of flexible materials.

Typically, high throughput systems involve either high speed robots picking and placing items one at a time, or parallel operations with multiple robots doing progressive assembly. In either case, there may be drawbacks in terms of the high cost introduced by high-speed robots and rigid framing, and/or the cost introduced by the need for multiple robots and vision systems. It would therefore be desirable to provide improved automated systems in the footwear, apparel, and soft goods industries with the ability to achieve high throughputs without incurring high equipment costs or occupying large space.

Provided herein are systems, apparatus, and methods of manufacturing an article using electroadhesion technology for the acquisition and release of materials. The systems apparatus, and methods described herein may provide for better material handling for a wide variety of object shapes, sizes and materials. The electroadhesion technology provided herein may be combined with vacuum technology to enable higher performance across more materials. Alternatively or in combination, the electroadhesion technology may be combined with mechanical release to enable accurate placement of objects, including tacky or sticky objects, or objects prone to static electricity based "clinging". In some cases, the electroadhesion technology may be combined with both vacuum and mechanical eject to offer a full breadth of both broad-spectrum picking and accurate placement.

Provided herein are electroadhesion manufacturing systems. An exemplary electroadhesion system comprises a first platform configured to guide the placement of a first article component and a second article component thereon, a second platform having a predetermined location for the first article component and a second predetermined location for the second article component, an electroadhesive capture element
configured to capture the first and second article components placed on the first platform, and a robotic actuator coupled to the capture element to move the capture element to capture the first and second article components and to move the capture element to reposition the captured first and second article components over the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform, respectively. The capture element releases the first and second article components onto the first and second predetermined locations, respectively. The capture and/or release of the first and second article may be simultaneous or sequential.

The first and second article components placed on the second platform are typically assembled into the article. In many embodiments, at least a portion of the first platform is moveable to reposition the first and second article components from a position closer to the operator to a position closer to the capture element from an initial position closer to a user so that the user can place the first and second article components thereon. In many embodiments the first platform is rotatable, for example a turntable. In some embodiments, the first platform comprises a conveyor. The first platform optionally comprises a first portion configured to guide the placement of an initial set of first and second article components thereon by a user and a second portion configured to guide the placement of a subsequent set of first and second article components thereon by the user. In some embodiments, after the initial set of first and second article components is placed on the first portion, the first platform is moved to position the first portion closer to the capture element. In some embodiments, after the initial set of first and second article components is placed on the first portion, the first platform is moved to position the first portion closer to the capture element while the second portion is positioned closer to the user. The first platform in some embodiments is rotatable to alternatingly position the first or second portion closer to the capture element while the opposite portion is closer to the user. The electroadhesion manufacturing system optionally further comprises an automated visualization system to recognize one or more of the first and second article components on the first platform. In many embodiments, the first platform optionally further comprises at least a portion that is visually transparent, visually translucent, or visually opaque to facilitate one or more of recognition, lighting, and location of the one or more of the first and second article components with the automated visualization system. One or more of the first and second article components optionally comprises a visual pattern to aid in recognition thereof. The automated visualization system is optionally configured to determine one or more of the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform to facilitate release of one or more of the first and second article components precisely onto the first and second predetermined locations, respectively. In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second predetermined locations comprises a visual pattern to aid in aligning of the one or more first and second article component with the first or second predetermined location on the second platform, respectively. In many embodiments, placement accuracy of one or more of the released first and second article components is checked and recorded in relation to a critical-to-quality tolerance. The automated visualization system for example facilitates one or more of recognition and location of the one or more of the first and second article components using one or more of superimposed top or back lighting and display to aid in automated recognition or manually-guided placement of article components. The electroadhesion manufacturing system optionally further comprises
one or more image projectors adapted to project one or more guiding images onto the first platform to guide operator placement of the first and second article components. In many embodiments, the first platform optionally further comprises at least a portion that is visually transparent, visually translucent, or visually opaque to facilitate the projection of the one or more guiding images therethrough. The electroadhesive manufacturing system optionally further comprises an automated visualization system configured to use one or more images of the first and second article components on the first platform to determine one or more of the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform to facilitate precise release of the one or more of the first and second article components onto the first and second predetermined locations, respectively, or to verify or transmit one or more of the relative placement location and accuracy of article component placement after the components have been released to the predetermined locations. In many embodiments, the capture element comprises an electroadhesive surface. The electroadhesive surface in some embodiments comprises one or more electroadhesive plates. The electroadhesive surface alternatively or in combination comprises a first zone for capturing the first article component and a second zone for capturing the second article component. In many embodiments, the first and second zones of the electroadhesive surface are optionally separately activated to selectively capture or release one or more of the first and second article components. In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second zones of the electroadhesive surface is configured to detect a presence of one or more of the first and second article components on the first platform, respectively. For example, the presence of one or more of the first and second article components on the first platform is optionally detected by measuring at the first platform one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal components of the measurement. In some embodiments, multiple article components are captured by a single zone, whereby the multiple article components are fixed using a machined plate or other lighting template accompanied with precise manual positioning for locating the relative locations of the parts such that the zone captures only the article components but not the machined plate or underlying base carrier. In an example, pockets are laser machined into an acrylic plate, with the pockets positioned and oriented on the plate so that when the parts or article components are loaded into the pockets, the parts or article components are precisely positioned and oriented with respect to one another. This “layer” of parts is then located by a vision system in the aggregate and placed approximately onto the stack. In this example, the handling of the material is made more effective, particularly where the layers employ many small pieces. In many embodiments, the capture element comprises a first zone for capturing the first article component and a second zone for capturing the second article component. The first and second zones are optionally separately mechanically actuated to selectively capture or release one or more of the first and second article components. Alternatively or in combination, the capture element includes a means for temporarily or permanently joining the article components to one another, for example by using an ultrasonic welding tool. The ultrasonic welding tool is comprised of an ultrasonic stack composed of a converter or piezoelectric transducer, an optional booster and a Sonotrode (US: Horn), a converter that converts an electrical signal into mechanical vibration, a
booster that modifies the amplitude of the vibration, a Sonotrode that applies the mechanical vibration to the parts to be welded, an electronic ultrasonic generator (US: Power supply) delivering a high power AC signal with a frequency matching the resonance frequency of the stack, and a controller controlling the movement of the press and the delivery of the ultrasonic energy. In some embodiments, the ultrasonic welding tool is coupled to a mechanical release mechanism such that the welding is accomplished without needing to move the capture element surface to a new location. Alternately or in combination, the capture element optionally includes a tool to initiate another method of attachment of the first article component to the second article component. Such tools for example include one or more of heater elements, UltraViolet (UV) lighting, Infrared (IR) heaters, hot plates, and other such tools. In many embodiments, the robotic actuator is configured to position the capture element to sequentially capture the first and second article components on the first platform. In many embodiments, sequentially capturing the first and second article components on the first platform comprises the steps of positioning the robotic actuator so that the first article component is aligned with a first predetermined capture location on the first platform, capturing the first article component on the first predetermined capture location, repositioning the robotic actuator or the first platform so that the second article component is aligned with a second predetermined capture location on the first platform, and capturing the second article component on the second predetermined capture location. Alternatively or in combination, the robotic actuator is configured to position the capture element to simultaneously capture the first and second article components on the first platform. For instance, the robotic actuator is configured to move the capture element to sequentially position the captured first and second article components over the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform, respectively. In some embodiments, the robotic actuator is configured to move the capture element to simultaneously position the captured first and second article components over the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform, respectively. In some embodiments, the second article component is placed directly above the first article component so as to create a stack. In some embodiments, the second platform is moved relative to the capture element such that the captured article components are released at the predetermined locations on the second platform. The robotic actuator is configured to move the capture element to simultaneously position the captured first and second article components over the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform, respectively. In many embodiments the robotic actuator comprises one or more of a robotic arm, gantry, linear actuator, and other movement mechanism. In many embodiments, the second platform comprises a conveyor or conveyor belt. One or more of the first and second article components comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part. The article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit. In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second article components includes a rigid machined template plate one or more of holes, slots, or the combination thereof cut out to accommodate a sewing needle in a semi-automated sewing machine. Alternatively or in combination, one or more of the first or second platforms comprises an electroadhesive surface to maintain placement of the one or more of the first and second article components. In many embodiments, the
The electroadhesion manufacturing system further comprises a controller coupled to one or more of the first platform, the second platform, the capture element, and the robotic actuator. In many embodiments, the controller is configured to generate one or more manufacturing metrics based on one or more of capturing the first and second articles, moving the captured first and second articles, releasing the captured first and second articles, and acquiring one or more images of the first and second article components on the second platform. The manufacturing metric for example optionally comprises one or more of manufacturing production rate, incoming part acceptance, part capture accuracy, and part placement accuracy. In many embodiments, the controller is configured to transmit the one or more manufacturing metrics to a remote computing device, the remote computing device generating one or more manufacturing insights based on the one or more manufacturing metrics. In some embodiments, said manufacturing metrics are sent to a production control system or streamed via a communications link that is part of the manufacturing system. In some embodiments, the raw images of the parts are sent external to the manufacturing system, such that the production metrics are computed elsewhere. In other embodiments, the manufacturing metrics are computed locally using the assembly images or other methods, and then the aggregate post-processed data is communicated to the external source. Alternatively or in combination, the controller is configured to receive incoming part information for the first and second article components from an upstream manufacturing apparatus and cause the first and second article components to be captured based on the received incoming part information. Alternatively or in combination, the controller is configured to generate outgoing part information for the first and second article components and cause the outgoing part information to be transmitted to a downstream manufacturing apparatus. In some embodiments, the outgoing part information comprises at least one of Computer-aided Design (CAD) and Computer-aided Manufacturing (CAM) data defining at least one of the shape of the components, the visual pattern embodied within the component, and critical-to-quality metrics relating to the placement of the article components. In some embodiments, the system communicates with other machines within the same ecosystem, for example to jointly perform a task and/or to receive or transmit information. For example, in some embodiments the system receives information from an upstream manufacturing apparatus, for example a cutting table. In some embodiments, the system passes on several parameters to a downstream manufacturing apparatus, for example a sewing machine, hot or cold press or fusing machine. In such cases, the information passed on for example optionally includes the outline of one or more parts placed relative to other parts placed, the location of the placement and/or orientation of the assembled article, the sewing paths required, RFID or other means of identifying the article, the lot number printed on the material, or any other information useful for the operation either co-operatively or in a standalone format for the successive machines in the overall manufacturing operation. In many embodiments, more than two article components are captured and released. For example, the number of article components may be four, six, eight, or ten. In some embodiments, the capture element is configured to individually activate regions therein such that sequential capture or sequential release is accomplished.
Provided herein are methods of manufacturing an article. An exemplary method comprises the steps of capturing a first article component placed on a first platform via electroadhesion, capturing a second article component placed on the first platform via electroadhesion, moving the captured first and second article components to a position over a second platform, releasing the captured first article component to place the first article component on a first predetermined location of the second platform, and releasing the captured second article component to place the second article component on a second predetermined location of the second platform. The first and second article components placed on the second platform are assembled into at least a portion of the article. In many embodiments, one or more of the steps of capturing the first article component and capturing the second article component comprises a step of recognizing one or more of the first and second article components with an automated visualization system. In some embodiments, the automated visualization system comprises an imaging source positioned at a fixed location relative to the first platform. In many embodiments, one or more of the first and second article components comprises a visual pattern to aid in recognition of the one or more of the first and second article component. For example, in some embodiments an image containing both the first and second article components is taken and the image is analyzed to recognize the article components and determine their positions. In some embodiments, multiple images, each containing the article components, are taken and analyzed. In many embodiments, at least a portion of the first platform is visually at least one of transparent and translucent to facilitate recognition of the one or more of the first or second article components with the automated visualization system. In some embodiments, the at least a portion of the first platform is illuminated from below to create a silhouette image of the first and second article components for processing by the automated visualization system. The step or capturing the one or more of the first and second article components with electroadhesion optionally further comprises a step of placing an electroadhesive surface over the one or more of the first and second article components and activating the electroadhesive surface. In many embodiments, the electroadhesive surface comprises a first zone for capturing the first article component and a second zone for capturing the second article component. Any one or more of the first and second zones of the electroadhesive surface for example is optionally separately activated to capture or release one or more of the first or second article components. In many embodiments, the first and second zones are concurrently activated. In many embodiments, the first and second zones are sequentially activated. One or more of the step of releasing the captured first article component and releasing the second article component comprises a step of selectively releasing one or more of the first and second article components from the electroadhesion. In many embodiments, one or more of the step of releasing the captured first article component and releasing the second article component comprises a step of one or more of electrode voltage reversal and extension of one or more zones of the electroadhesive surface for mechanized release. One or more of the steps of capturing the first article component and capturing the second article component comprises a step of detecting a presence of one or more of the first and second article components on the capture element. The step of detecting the presence of one or more of the first and second article components on the first platform for example optionally comprises a step of measuring at the
first platform one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of the measurement. One or more of releasing the captured first article component and releasing the second article component comprises aligning one or more of the first and second article component with the first or second predetermined location, respectively, with the aid of an automated visualization system. In some embodiments, the automated visualization system comprises an imaging source positioned at a fixed location relative to the electroadhesive capture element. In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second predetermined locations comprises a visual pattern to aid in aligning of the one or more first and second article component with the first or second predetermined location, respectively. The method optionally comprises the step of checking and recording placement accuracy of one or more of the released first and second article components in relation to a critical-to-quality tolerance with the automated visualization system. One or more of the steps of releasing the captured first article component and releasing the second article component comprises a step of one or more of reversing an electrode voltage in at least a portion of the capture element. In some embodiments, one or more of the steps of capturing the first article component and capturing the second article components comprises a step of moving a robotic actuator to position the capture element. Moving the captured first and second article components for example optionally comprises moving the robotic actuator from over the first platform to over the second platform or moving the second platform to position it relative to the first and second article components. The robotic actuator is optionally moved to capture the first and second article components before moving over to the second platform. In many embodiments, one or more of the steps of releasing the captured first article component to place the first article component on the first predetermined location of the second platform and releasing the captured second article component to place the second article component on a second predetermined location of the second platform comprises a step of positioning the robotic actuator so that one or more of the first article component and the second article component is precisely placed over the first or second predetermined location, respectively. The method of manufacturing an article optionally further comprises a step of precisely repositioning the robotic actuator so that the second article component is precisely placed over the second predetermined location after the first article component has been released. In some embodiments, the step of positioning the robotic actuator comprises a step of recognizing one or more of the first and second predetermined locations with an automated visualization system. For example, in some embodiments an image of the second platform is taken and the image is analyzed to recognize one or more of the first and second predetermined locations. In some embodiments, the image of the second platform includes all or part of the first article after it has been released onto the first predetermined location. In some embodiments, multiple images are taken and analyzed, for example prior to and after release of the first article component at the first predetermined location. In some embodiments, the method further comprises determining one or more of the first and second predetermined locations based on input from one or more of a user interface, the automated visualization system, or a pre-programmed recipe or protocol. In some embodiments, the pre-programmed recipe or protocol minimizes contact between one or more of the first and second article
components with one or more of an edge of the first zone and an edge of the second zone. In some embodiments, the pre-programmed recipe or protocol minimizes the number of zones required to capture one or more of the first article component or the second article component. In some embodiments, the pre-programmed recipe or protocol minimizes position re-adjustment of the capture element before release of one or more of the first article component and the second article component. In some embodiments, the pre-programmed recipe or protocol maximizes the density of at least the first and second article components with captured. In many embodiments, the step of capturing the first article component comprises a step of positioning the robotic actuator so that the first article component is aligned with a first predetermined capture location on the first platform and capturing the first article component on the first predetermined capture location. Alternatively or in combination, the step of capturing the second article component comprises a step of repositioning the robotic actuator so that the second article component is aligned with a second predetermined capture location on the first platform and capturing the second article component on the second predetermined capture location. In many embodiments, the robotic actuator comprises a robotic arm. In some embodiments, one or more of the captured first and second article component is released concurrently with an activation of an ultrasonic tack weld of the second article component onto the first article component. The method optionally further comprises pressing the second article component onto a cavity in the first article component after the first and second article components are released, wherein a finger on the capture element presses the second article into the cavity. In some embodiments, the first article component comprises a custom fixture part. In many embodiments, the method of manufacturing an article optionally further comprises steps of capturing at least a third article component placed on the first platform, moving the captured at least the third article component to the position over the second platform, and releasing the captured at least the third article component on at least a third predetermined location of the second platform. The first, second, and at least the third article components placed on the second platform for example is assembled into the article. In many embodiments, one or more of the first and second article components comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit. The method of manufacturing an article optionally further comprises the steps of generating one or more manufacturing metrics based on one or more of capturing the first and second articles, moving the captured first and second articles, releasing the captured first and second articles, or imaging the first and/or second article components at the second platform. The manufacturing metric for example optionally comprises one or more of manufacturing production rate, incoming part acceptance, part capture accuracy, part color checking, part printed pattern checking, part placement accuracy, and images of each article component before and after release relative to the second article component. In many embodiments, the method optionally further comprises steps of transmitting the one or more manufacturing metrics or images to a remote computing device, the remote computing device generating one or more manufacturing insights based on the one or more manufacturing metrics or images. The method optionally further comprises the
step of receiving incoming part information for the first and second article components from an upstream manufacturing apparatus. The first and second article components are optionally captured based on the received incoming part information. The method optionally further comprises generating outgoing part information for the released first and second articles on the second platform. In many embodiments the method optionally further comprises a step of transmitting the outgoing part information to a downstream manufacturing apparatus.

[0012] Provided herein is an electroadhesive apparatus. An exemplary electroadhesive apparatus comprises an electroadhesive plate having a contact surface for capturing one or more target objects with electroadhesion, the electroadhesive plate comprises a plurality of electroadhesive zones, and a controller configured to individually activate or deactivate electroadhesion in each of the electroadhesive zones. Electroadhesion in each electroadhesive zone is separately activated. In some embodiments, the electroadhesive zones are coplanar. In some embodiments, the electroadhesive zones are not coplanar but instead are arranged in the approximate form of a curved surface or in a disjoint set of planes. In some embodiments, the electroadhesive surface is coupled to an actuator or a passive linear movement mechanism such that the surfaces are sometimes coplanar and other times on parallel but separate planes. In some embodiments, two or more of the electroadhesive zones are coplanar. In some embodiments, two or more of the electroadhesive zones are non-planar. In some embodiments, one or more of the electroadhesive zones is compressible. The controller is optionally configured to individually activate, modulate the magnitude of, and/or deactivate electroadhesion in each of the electroadhesive zones. In some embodiments, the same or a different controller is configured to individually activate, modulate the magnitude of, deactivate or move an ultrasound welding horn or other heating element coupled to each of the electroadhesive zones. For example, the ultrasound welding horn or other heating element is coupled to each of the electroadhesion zones such that they operate on the part or article component captured and in contact with the respective electroadhesive zone. In some embodiments, the electroadhesive apparatus includes a near-focused high-resolution image-capturing system such as a camera to verify placement accuracy after the placement of the parts. The image-capturing system, for example, captures a single image containing all of the parts and determines the positions of the parts to verify placement accuracy. The single image for example is optionally created by "stitching" together two or more images taken by one or more cameras. In many embodiments, the controller is coupled to each of the electroadhesive zones to individually activate electroadhesion in each of the electroadhesive zones. In some embodiments, activation is accomplished via wireless communication between the controller and the zone control electronics. In some embodiments, the power supply connection between the controller and the zone employs a wireless power transfer device. In many embodiments, the controller is configured to detect capture of the one or more target objects in one or more of the electroadhesive zones. The controller for example is configured to detect capture of the one or more target objects in the one or more of the electroadhesive zones by measuring at the one or more of the electroadhesive zones one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, pressure change, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of
the measurement. In some embodiments, one or more of the electroadhesive zones is configured to be extended forward from a retracted position to separate the extended electroadhesive zone from a remainder of one or more retracted electroadhesive zones.

[0013] Provided herein are methods of capturing and releasing a plurality of target objects. An exemplary method comprises the steps of capturing a first target object with a first electroadhesive zone of an electroadhesive plate, capturing a second target object with a second electroadhesive zone of the electroadhesive plate, the first and second electroadhesive plates being in separate positions, releasing the first target object from the first electroadhesive zone while the second target object remains captured by the second electroadhesive zone, and releasing the second target object from the second electroadhesive zone. In many embodiments, the step of capturing one or more of the first and second target objects comprises a step of detecting capture of the one or more of the first and second target objects. The step of detecting capture for example optionally comprises a step of (i) measuring at the one or more of the electroadhesive zones one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance, and (ii) recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of the measurement. In some embodiments, the step of releasing the first target object from the first electroadhesive zone comprises a step of extending forward the first electroadhesive zone from a retracted position while the second electroadhesive zone remains retracted. Alternatively or in combination, the step of releasing the second target object from the second electroadhesive zone comprises a step of extending the second electroadhesive zone from a retracted position while the first electroadhesive zone remains retracted.

[0014] Provided herein are systems for facilitating the manufacture of an article. An exemplary system comprises a platform for placement of at least one article component thereon and an image projector adapted to project at least one guiding image onto the platform to guide manual placement of the at least one article component thereon. The at least one article component is assembled into at least a portion of a complete article. In many embodiments, the system optionally further comprises an imaging system configured to recognize the at least one article component placed onto the platform. The imaging system for example optionally comprises one or more overhead camera positioned above the platform. In many embodiments, the system for facilitating the manufacture of an article optionally further comprises a controller coupled to the imaging system to identify misplacement of the at least one article component on the platform. In many embodiments, one or more camera signals are combined to create a single image of the one or more article components on the first platform. For example, in some embodiments, one or more camera signals are combined to create a single image of at least two article components on the first platform. In many embodiments, the image projector is adapted to project a structured light onto the at least one article component placed on the platform. In many embodiments, the imaging system is configured to detect whether the at least one article component is placed flat on the platform based on the structured light projected on the at least one article component. Alternatively or in combination, the image projector is further configured to project one or more messages or instructions for the user on the platform. In many embodiments, at least a portion of the platform is visually transparent to facilitate the projection of the at
least one guiding image. In many embodiments, the platform is movable. In many embodiments, the system optionally further comprises a controller in operative communication with the platform and image projector. In many embodiments, the image projector is configured to project a plurality of guiding images. In many embodiments, the image projector is configured to project two or more of the guiding images selectively. The image projector for example is configured to project two or more of the guiding images selectively to optimize lighting on the platform. In many embodiments, the at least one article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit. In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second article components includes a rigid machined template plate with one or more holes, slots, or the combination thereof cut out to accommodate a sewing needle in a semi-automated sewing machine.

[0015] Provided herein are electroadhesion manufacturing systems. An exemplary electroadhesion manufacturing system comprises a first platform configured to receive an article component, a second platform configured to receive the article component from the first platform, an imaging system configured to identify the article component received on the platform and determine a position of the article received on the first platform, and a controller configured to reposition the second platform in response to one or more of the identified article component or the determined position thereof prior to receiving the article component from the first platform. In many embodiments, the second platform is configured to one or more of translate along a first horizontal axis, translate along a second horizontal axis orthogonal to the first horizontal axis, translate along a vertical axis orthogonal to the first and second horizontal axes, rotate about the vertical axis, and tilt about the vertical axis. In many embodiments, the imaging system comprises an overhead camera positioned overhead one or more of the first and second platforms. In many embodiments, the electroadhesion manufacturing system optionally further comprises a robotic actuator coupled to the second platform to move the second platform, the controller being in operative communication with the robotic actuator. The robotic actuator for example optionally comprises a robotic arm. In many embodiments, the first platform is configured to convey the received article component onto the repositioned second platform. In many embodiments, the receiving of the article component by the first platform from the first platform is facilitated by gravity. In many embodiments, one or more of the first and second platforms constitute a conveyer belt. In some embodiments, the conveyer belt is controllable to either advance or retract the article component. The article component for example optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit. In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second article components includes a rigid machined template plate with one or more holes, slots, or the combination thereof cut out to accommodate a sewing needle in a semi-automated sewing machine.

[0016] Provided herein are methods of manufacturing an article. An exemplary method comprises the steps of receiving an article component on a first platform, identifying the article component received on the first
platform, determining a position of the article component received on the first platform, repositioning a second platform in response to one or more of the identified article component and the determined position thereof, and receiving the article component on the second platform from the first platform. In many embodiments, a plurality of article components received by the second platform is assembled into at least a portion of the article. In many embodiments, the method optionally further comprises repeating steps to generate a stack of article components. In many embodiments, the method of manufacturing an article optionally further comprises a step of feeding the stack of article components onto a further manufacturing apparatus. In many embodiments, the step of repositioning the second platform comprises one or more of the steps of moving the second platform along a first horizontal axis, moving the second platform along a second horizontal axis orthogonal to the first horizontal axis, moving the second platform along a vertical axis orthogonal to the first and second horizontal axes, rotating the second platform about the vertical axis, and tilting the second platform. In many embodiments, one or more of the steps of identifying the article component received on the first platform and determining the position of the article component received on the first platform is performed using an imaging system in operative communication with the second platform. The imaging system for example optionally comprises a camera positioned overhead one or more of the first and second platforms. In many embodiments, the step of repositioning the second platform in response to one or more of the identified article component and the determined position thereof comprises a step of moving a robotic actuator coupled to the second platform. The robotic actuator for example optionally comprises a robotic arm. In many embodiments, the step of receiving the article component on the second platform from the first platform comprises a step of conveying the article component from the first platform onto the repositioned second platform. The article component for example optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part. The article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit. In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second article components includes a rigid machined template plate with one or more holes, slots, or the combination thereof cut out to accommodate a sewing needle in an semi-automated sewing machine.

[0017] Provided herein are methods of manufacturing an article in an automated manner. An exemplary method comprises positioning a first article component at a first manufacturing station, retrieving a second article component from a second manufacturing station, using an electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus to transfer the second article component onto the first article component by transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component, which is determined based on the first orientation and the first identity of the first article component, and using the electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus, which transferred the second article component, to temporarily attach the second article component to the first article component to maintain positioning for downstream processing. An article component recognition system determines a first identity of the first article component and determines a first orientation and first location of the first article component. The article component recognition system determines a second identity of the second article component and
determines a second orientation of the second article component. Using the electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus to transfer the second article component onto the first article component comprises electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component. The article component optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

[0018] Provided herein are systems for manufacturing an article in an automated manner. An exemplary manufacturing system comprises a first manufacturing station at which a first article component is positioned, a second manufacturing station at which a second article component is positioned, an article component recognition system that uses a processor, which communicates with computer-storage media, to determine a first identity and a first orientation of the first article component and to determine a second identity and a second orientation of the second article component, and an electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus that transfers the second article component onto the first article component by transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component. The electroadhesive article-recognition system determines the third orientation based on the first identity and the first orientation of the first article component. The electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus attaches the second article component onto the first article component. The electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus transfers the second article component onto the first article component by electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component. The article component optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

[0019] Provided herein are methods for manufacturing an article in an automated manner. An exemplary method comprises positioning a first article component on a support surface and at a first manufacturing station, using the article component recognition system to determine a second identity of a second article component and a second orientation of the second article component, placing by a first automated part pickup tool the second article component on top of the first article component by transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component, using the article component recognition system to determine a third identity and a fourth orientation of the assembly of the first article component and the second article component, using the article component recognition system to determine a fourth identity of a third article component and a fifth orientation of the third article component, moving the assembly of the first article component and the second article component to a second manufacturing station, attaching by a second automated attachment tool the third article component to the assembly of the first article component and the second article component. The first article component is substantially flat on the support surface, and wherein an article component recognition system determines a first identity and a first location of the first article component. Transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component
comprises electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component. A first automated attachment tool attaches the second article component to the first article component, thereby forming an assembly of the first article component and the second article component. A second automated part pickup tool places the third article component on top of the assembly of the first article component and the second article component by transferring the third article component from its fifth orientation to a sixth orientation relative to the assembly of the first article component and the second article component, which is determined based on the third identity and the fourth orientation of the assembly. Transferring the third article component from its fifth orientation to the sixth orientation comprises electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component. The article component optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

[0020] Provided herein are methods for positioning and assembling an article in an automated manner during and article manufacturing process. An exemplary method comprises receiving an image depicting a two-dimensional representation of an attachment article component which is to be attached to a base article component, determining one or more pixel coordinates of the image, converting, by a computer processor, the one or more pixel coordinates of the image to a geometric coordinate of a geometric coordinate system which maps a three-dimensional space within which the attachment article component is positioned and an electroadhesive pick-up tool operates, capturing the attachment article component with the electroadhesive pick-up tool in response to the geometric coordinate, and transferring, by the electroadhesive pick-up tool, the attachment article component to the base article component. In some embodiments, the method further comprises determining another geometric coordinate of the geometric coordinate system by analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component to which the attachment article component will be attached. In some embodiments, transferring the attachment article component comprises transferring, by the electroadhesive pick-up tool, the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate, thereby moving the attachment article component to a location in the three-dimensional space at which the attachment article component is to be attached to the base article component. The method optionally further comprises analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component attached to the attachment article component to determine placement or attachment accuracy or quality. The attachment article component is optionally transferred in response to the geometric coordinate. One or more of the attachment and base article component optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

[0021] Provided herein are methods for positioning and joining a plurality of article components utilizing automated identification of the article components and a multi-functional manufacturing tool. An exemplary method comprises receiving an image depicting a two-dimensional representation of an attachment article
component which is to be attached to a base article component, determining a geometric coordinate of a geometric coordinate system by analyzing the image, capturing the attachment article component with the electroadhesive pick-up tool in response to the geometric coordinate, transferring, by an electroadhesive gripper of the multi-functional manufacturing tool, the attachment article component to the base article component, and attaching, by the multi-functional manufacturing tool, the attachment article component to the base article component. The geometric coordinate system maps a three-dimensional space within which the attachment article component is positioned and the multi-functional manufacturing tool operates. The method optionally further comprises determining another geometric coordinate of the geometric coordinate system by analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component to which the attachment article component will be attached. Transferring the attachment article component optionally comprises transferring, by an electroadhesive gripper of the multi-functional manufacturing tool, the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate, thereby moving the attachment article component to a location in the three-dimensional space at which the attachment article component is to be attached to the base article component. In some embodiments, the method further comprises analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component attached to the attachment article component to determine placement or attachment accuracy or quality. In some embodiments, the attachment article component is transferred in response to the geometric coordinate. In many embodiments, one or more of the attachment and base article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part.

[0022] Provided herein are systems that positions and attaches an article component in an automated manner during an article manufacturing process. An exemplary system comprises an image recorder that records an image depicting a two-dimensional representation of an attachment article component, which is to be attached to a base article component, and computer storage media having stored thereon computer-executable instructions that, when executed, cause a computing device to: (a) determine pixel coordinates of the image, (b) convert the pixel coordinates of the image to a geometric coordinate in a geometric coordinate system, which maps a three-dimensional space within which the attachment article component is positioned and an electroadhesive manufacturing tool operates, (c) determine another geometric coordinate in the geometric coordinate system by analyzing a different image of the base article component, and (d) instruct the electroadhesive manufacturing tool to transfer the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate, thereby moving the attachment article component to a location in the three-dimensional space at which the attachment article component is to be attached to the base article component. The electroadhesive manufacturing tool transfers the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate by electroadhesively capturing the attachment article and subsequently releasing the captured attachment article to the other geometric coordinate. In some embodiments, one or more of the attachment and base article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part.

[0023] Provided herein are fabric auto-layering devices. An exemplary device comprises a controller configured to receive one or more computer-aided design files of a part outline, generate (i) user interface
part placement, error check part placement, and identify part placement or position and (ii) a layering element to place one or more parts, the layering element being in operative communication with the controller.

[0024] Provided herein are fabric auto-layering devices. An exemplary device comprises a fabric auto-layering device configured to transmit information comprising one or more of part placement accuracy information and a raw image of part placement, and a remote computing device in communication with the fabric auto-layering device to receive the transmitted information and compute one or more quality metrics in response.

[0025] Provided herein are fabric auto-layering devices. An exemplary device comprises a user interface configured to guide part placement by a user onto a platform, determine whether the part has been properly placed, and confirm proper placement to the user.

[0026] Provided herein are fabric auto-layering devices. An exemplary device comprises a plurality of fabric auto-layering devices in communication with one another such that the plurality of fabric auto-layering devices are one or more of coordinated with one another, controlled in relation to one another, and able to communicate operational metrics with one another.

[0027] Provided herein are systems of manufacturing an article with the aid of an electroadhesive capture element. An exemplary system comprises capturing a first article component placed on a platform via electroadhesion, the first article component being from a manufacturing station, moving the captured first article component to a position aligned with a second article component placed on the platform, the second article component being from the manufacturing station, releasing the captured first article component to be placed in alignment with the second article component, attaching the first and second article components to one another to generate an assembled article component, and returning the assembled article component to the manufacturing station.

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

[0028] All publications, patents, and patent applications mentioned in this specification are herein incorporated by reference to the same extent as if each individual publication, patent, or patent application was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029] The novel features of the invention are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. A better understanding of the features and advantages of the present invention will be obtained by reference to the following detailed description that sets forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of the invention are utilized, and the accompanying drawings of which:

[0030] FIGS. 1A-1I show various embodiments of the system of the present disclosure, wherein the first platform is a turntable;
FIGS. 1A-1E show perspective (FIG. 1A), top (FIG. 1B), perspective (FIG. 1C), side (FIG. 1D), and back (FIG. 1E) views of an embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system with operator and first platform;

FIG. 1F shows a top view of an embodiment of a system with protective shield removed to highlight assembly steps from operator to second platform.

FIGS. 1G-1I show perspective (FIG. 1G), top (FIG. 1H), and perspective (FIG. 1I) views of another embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein two appliances or gripper systems loaded by two operators share a single second platform;

FIG. 2A illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system;

FIG. 2B shows a schematic of a portion of an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising the operator-side of the first platform;

FIG. 2C shows a schematic of a portion of an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising the robot-side of the first platform, robotic actuator, and second platform;

FIG. 2D shows a schematic of another embodiment of a portion of an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising the robot-side of the first platform, robotic actuator, and second platform;

FIGS. 3A-3B illustrate perspective views of the front (FIG. 3A) and back (FIG. 3B) of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper comprising a robotic actuator and an electroadhesion capture element;

FIG. 3A shows an embodiment of a robotic actuator that embodies a multi-zone electroadhesion gripper;

FIG. 3B shows a 180° rotated view of the electroadhesion gripper of FIG. 3A;

FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper;

FIGS. 5A-5H illustrate an embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system in use;

FIG. 5A shows a schematic of the electroadhesion manufacturing system prior with a first and a second article component on a first platform;

FIGS. 5B-5C show schematics of the electroadhesion gripper picking up a first article component but not yet a second article component (i.e., the electroadhesive gripper picks up the article components or parts sequentially, though the electroadhesive gripper can pick up the article components or parts simultaneously as well);

FIGS. 5D-5E show schematics of the electroadhesion gripper picking up the second article component;

FIG. 5F shows a schematic of the system after the electroadhesion gripper has been moved above the second platform;

FIG. 5G shows a schematic of the release of the first article component onto the second platform while the second article component is retained on the electroadhesion gripper;

FIG. 5H shows a schematic of the release of the second article component;
FIG. 6 shows a schematic of yet another embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein the first platform comprises a conveyor;

FIGS. 7A-7D show further embodiments of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein article components are assembled by actuation of a second platform by a robotic actuator;

FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate perspective views of an embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein article components are placed on a first platform and conveyed to the second platform;

FIG. 7C shows a magnified view of the robotic actuator of FIGS. 7A-7B and second platform;

FIG. 7D shows a schematic of another embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein multiple article components are fed onto multiple first platforms and conveyed to a moving second platform below;

FIGS. 8A-8C illustrate perspective views of various embodiments of an electroadhesion gripper;

FIG. 8A shows an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper with a single electroadhesion zone;

FIG. 8B shows a top view of the embodiment of FIG. 8A;

FIG. 8C shows an exemplary embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper with multiple electroadhesion zones for selective capture and release of article components;

FIG. 9 shows a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper with multiple electroadhesion zones with "smart" electrodes;

FIGS. 10A-10B show graphs of an exemplary application of a smart electrode for detection of capture and release of an article component;

FIG. 11 shows a perspective view of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper with multiple electroadhesion zones wherein each zone has independent vertical activation;

FIGS. 12A-12B show schematics of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper comprising a mechanical separation mechanism and an ultrasonic welder to facilitate capture and release of an article component;

FIG. 12A shows a cross-section of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper comprising a mechanical separation mechanism and an ultrasonic welder with mechanical separation mechanism retracted;

FIG. 12B shows a cross-section of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper comprising a mechanical separation mechanism and an integrated ultrasonic welder with mechanical separation mechanism extended;

FIG. 13 shows a top view of an embodiment of an electroadhesion plate;

FIG. 14 shows a perspective view of an embodiment of a mechanical separation mechanism with integrated ultrasonic welder;

FIGS. 15A-15C show magnified views of the electrodes in exemplary embodiments of an electroadhesion gripper plate with various patterns for electrodes;

FIG. 16 shows a flowchart of a method capturing and releasing a plurality of target objects;

FIG. 17 shows a flowchart of a method of facilitating the manufacture of an article;
FIG. 18 shows a flowchart of a method of manufacturing an article; and
FIG. 19 shows a flowchart of another method of manufacturing an article.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying figures, which form a part hereof. In the figures, similar symbols typically identify similar components, unless context dictates otherwise. The illustrative embodiments described in the detailed description, figures, and claims are not meant to be limiting. Other embodiments may be utilized, and other changes may be made, without departing from the scope of the subject matter presented herein. It will be readily understood that the aspects of the present disclosure, as generally described herein, and illustrated in the figures, can be arranged, substituted, combined, separated, and designed in a wide variety of different configurations, all of which are explicitly contemplated herein.

As the term is used herein, "electroadhesion" refers to the mechanical coupling of two objects using electrostatic forces. Electroadhesion as described herein uses electrical control of these electrostatic forces to permit temporary and detachable attachment between a foreign substrate, for example an article component, and a pick-up surface of an electroadhesion-enabled capture element. This electrostatic adhesion holds the foreign substrate and the pick-up surface together via an electrostatic attraction normal to the surface and increases traction or friction between the foreign substrate and the surface of the capture element due to electrostatic forces created by an applied electric field. The surface of the capture element is placed against or nearby a surface of a foreign substrate. An electrostatic adhesion voltage is then applied to the electrodes using (integrated) control electronics in electrical communication with the electrodes. The electrostatic adhesion voltage comprises unipolar or bipolar operation. In some embodiments, the electrostatic adhesion voltage uses alternating positive or negative charges and ground on neighboring electrodes. In some embodiments, the electrostatic adhesion voltage uses alternating positive and negative charges on neighboring electrodes. In some embodiments, the electrostatic adhesion voltage uses positive and negative charges alternating with ground on neighboring electrodes. As a result of the voltage difference between electrodes, one or more electroadhesive forces are generated, which electroadhesive forces act to hold the surface of the capture element and the foreign substrate against one another. Due to the nature of the forces being applied, it will be readily appreciated that actual contact between the surface of the capture element and the foreign substrate is not necessary. For example, in many embodiments a piece of paper, thin film, netting, or other material or substrate is placed between the pick-up surface of the capture element and the foreign substrate. In many embodiments, there is no other material or substrate between the pick-up surface of the capture element and the foreign substrate. The electrostatic force maintains the current position of the pick-up surface of the capture element relative to the surface of the foreign substrate. The overall electrostatic force is sufficient to overcome the gravitational pull on the foreign substrate, such that the capture element is used to hold the foreign substrate aloft. In some embodiments, the pick-up surface of the capture element and the foreign substrate have a distance of about 0.01 mm to about 2 mm therebetween.
In some embodiments, the pick-up surface of the capture element and the foreign substrate contact one another.

[0073] The electrostatic adhesion force between the pick-up surface of the capture element and the surface of the foreign substrate diminishes overtime (typically 50-100 msec) after the electrode voltage is driven to zero, for example by a high-voltage supply. Thus, the capture element is able to move readily relative to the surface of the foreign substrate. This condition allows the capture element to move before and after an electrostatic adhesion voltage is applied. Well-controlled electrical activation and de-activation enables fast adhesion and detachment. Because the electrode impedance is largely capacitive, the quiescent power supplied to the capture element electrode is small - typically less than 200 mW.

[0074] FIGS. 1A-1I show various embodiments of a system for manufacturing an article comprising a first platform 101, a second platform 102, one or more article components 103, and a gripper 104. The gripper 104 for example optionally comprises a capture element 105 and a robotic actuator 106. The capture element 105 for example optionally comprises a pick-up surface, for example an electroadhesion plate. The gripper 104 for example optionally comprises an electroadhesion gripper. The system for manufacturing an article for example optionally comprises an electroadhesion manufacturing system. In many embodiments the first platform 101 is moveable. For example, as shown in FIGS. 1A-1I, the first platform 101 comprises a turntable. The robotic actuator 106 for example optionally comprises a robotic arm, gantry, linear actuator, or other movement mechanism.

[0075] FIG. 1A shows a perspective view of an embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein a first article component 103A and a second article component 103B are placed on the operator-side 107 of the first platform or operator station 101 by an operator 108 (also referred to herein as a user). Additional article components 103 are optionally also placed on the first platform 101. Six article components 103 have been shown here by way of example but it will be understood that any number of article components 103 are a part of any of the systems and methods described herein. An article component 103 for example optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, such that the article assembled on the second platform comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit. The system optionally further comprises an image projector 109, for example an overhead projector, in order to provide illumination and guiding messages to the operator 108 during use. For example, in many embodiments the overhead projector 109 provides guiding lines or written instructions, or a combination of both to the operator 108. In many embodiments the overhead projector 109 is disposed on an appliance cover 110.

[0076] In some embodiments, the article comprises multiple article components that are placed into customized pockets embedded in a fixture (a plate for instance). The article aggregates material that is released using a single operation of the gripper. In some embodiments, the article comprises for example a fixture or clamp that is assembled into a stack of other assembled articles at the second platform so as to stabilize the stack when the stack is processed by a downstream manufacturing apparatus, for example a
sewing machine, that is connected to or fed by the second platform. In some embodiments, the gripper picks up the article aggregations while leaving the fixture on the first platform. In some embodiments, the gripper picks up the article aggregations along with the fixtures, which enables the pieces to be held while sewing, molding, or bonding the article components.

[0077] FIG. 1B shows a top view of the electroadhesion manufacturing system of FIG. 1A. The first platform 101 for example optionally comprises a first portion, for example the operator-side 107, which is closer to the operator 108 than the electroadhesion gripper 104. In many embodiments the operator-side of the first platform 107 is isolated from a robot-side of the first platform 111 by the appliance cover 110. In many embodiments the appliance cover 110 is used to isolate the gripper 104 from the operator 108 to protect the operator 108 from the hazards of working near the robotic actuator 106. Alternatively or in combination, in some embodiments the appliance cover 110 isolates the gripper 104 from external environmental factors which affect article component handling. For example, the system optionally includes lighting control, temperature control, humidity control, or any combination thereof so as to improve successful article component handling. FIG. 1C shows a perspective view, FIG. 1D shows a side view, and FIG. 1E shows a back view of the system for manufacturing an article of FIG. 1A.

[0078] FIG. 1F shows a top view of the embodiment of FIG. 1A with protective cover 110 removed to highlight assembly steps from operator 108 to second platform 102. The operator 108 places the first and second article components 103A, 103B on the operator-side of the first platform 107. The first and second article components 103A, 103B are then transferred to the robot-side of the first platform 111. Rotation of the first platform 101 delivers the article components 103A, 103B to the robot-side 111 while simultaneously delivering an unloaded platform to the operator-side 107, where the operator 108 then begins placing another group of article components 103 while the gripper 104 is in action. The gripper 104 captures the first and second article components 103A, 103B and moves to a position over the second platform 102. The gripper 104 then releases the first article component 103A onto the second platform 102 at a pre-determined location. The gripper 104 then releases the second article component 103B onto the second platform 102 at another pre-determined location, thereby assembling at least a portion of an assembled article 112. The second platform 102 for example is a conveyor. The assembled article 112 for example is released onto a tray 113 residing on the second platform 102 and then conveyed to a downstream manufacturing apparatus 114.

[0079] FIGS. 1G-11 show multiple views of another embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system. FIG. 1G shows a perspective view, FIG. 1H shows a top view, and FIG. 1I shows a perspective view. For example, a first operator 108A places article components 103 on a first platform 101A to be delivered to a first gripper 104A for capture and then delivery to and release onto a second platform 102. The first platform 101 for example optionally comprises a turntable. Concurrent with the first operator 108A and gripper 104A work, a second operator 108B places article components 103 on a second turntable 101B to be delivered to a second gripper 104B for capture and then delivery to and release onto the second platform 102. The throughput of completed assemblies (also referred to herein as stacks and assemble
articles) onto the second platform 102 is thereby substantially doubled. The first platforms 101A, 101B, grippers 104A, 104B, and second platform 102 are substantially the same as in the previous embodiment. The second platform 102 for example comprises a conveyor as shown which is shared by the two grippers 104A, 104B for article placement as illustrated herein. The assembled article for example is conveyed directly to a downstream manufacturing apparatus 114. The downstream manufacturing apparatus 114 for example comprises an automated sewing head, a heat press, or a fusing machine. The gripper 104 and second platform 102 are optionally isolated from the operators 108A, 108B by an appliance cover 110. An imaging system, for example one or more cameras optionally attached to a projector 109 to provide illumination, article component placement guidance to the operator 108, or the combination thereof as previously described herein. The article component placement guidance ensures that the placed article components are completely within predetermined locations on the gripper 104, for example in one or more predetermined zones of the capture element 105, when the parts 103 are acquired by the gripper 104. The orientation of each article component 103 is further optionally arranged so as to minimize assembly time, for example reducing the movement of the robotic actuator 106 needed to capture each article component 103 by carefully arranging the article components 103 with respect to each other to facilitate capture in one or more rotations of the gripper 104.

Alternatively or in combination, one or more overhead cameras is placed on the operator-side of any of the embodiments described herein in order to determine the position of each article component prior to rotation of the turntable and delivery to the robot-side. Alternatively or in combination, one or more overhead cameras is placed on the robot-side of any of the embodiments described herein in order to determine the position of each article component prior to capture by the gripper. Images captured by the one or more overhead cameras are optionally processed by a dedicated image processing system to locate the parts precisely. In some embodiments, two or more overhead cameras signals are optionally processed and "stitched" to create a single image of the first platform which is then processed by a dedicated image processing system to locate the parts precisely. In some embodiments, two or more overhead camera signals are processed without stitching by a dedicated image processing system to locate the parts precisely. In some embodiments, position information is delivered to the robotic actuator and used to inform the movement of the robotic actuator for precise positioning of the capture element above the article components. Alternatively or in combination, in some embodiments position information is delivered to the robotic actuator and used to inform movement of the robotic actuator for precise positioning of the capture element above the second platform prior to release of the article components onto the second platform. In many embodiments, there are known, calibrated, kinematic relationships between the robotic actuator, first platform, and the one or more overhead cameras. Therefore, position information acquired at the first platform is sufficient to position and align the article components onto the second platform. Images taken by the cameras on the operator-side or robot-side are alternatively or in combination also used to assess article component alignment, identity, critical-to-quality (CTQ) tolerances, or any combination thereof. The images are used to identify errors in placement by the operator, which optionally signals to the first platform to hold
its position at the operator-side until the errors have been fixed or return the first platform to the operator-side for error fixing by the operator. Errors in placement optionally further trigger visual or audio cues, or both, to the operator to teach the operator what needs to be done to fix the errors. Said visual cues for example include written instructions in the native language of the operator, article component outlines, guide lines, or any combination thereof.

[0081] For example, an embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprises a translucent or transparent turntable, a second platform, a gripper comprising a robotic actuator and an electroadhesion plate, an overhead projector, an upward projection system, and one or more overhead cameras. The overhead projector for example projects light-stipes to enable the imaging system to detect "wrinkle" conditions and to prevent material transfer until the wrinkles have been smoothed. The upward projection system optionally projects outlines of one or more article components to guide placement of said article components on the translucent turntable by the operator. The outlines are optionally sized to match or exceed the external shape of one or more article components to guide precise or rough placement, respectively, of said article components on the turntable by the operator. Alternatively or in combination, the upward projection system optionally projects images or outlines of additional parts for future placement on the turntable by the operator (e.g., after the one or more article components have been picked up by the gripper and placed on the second platform) when more than one pick-up motion is needed to assemble the article components.

Alternatively or in combination, the upward projection system optionally provides backlighting of the translucent turntable. In many embodiments the backlighting is programmable such that the intensity, color, or the combination is adjustable. For example, in many embodiments one or more overhead cameras acquires two images - one with backlighting applied and one without backlighting. The two images are differenced by an image processing system to deliver a net image that shows a binary image of a silhouette of the article components. Such an image is more easily processed than atypical grey-scale image from a camera and provides a reliable measurement of position even in uneven ambient lighting conditions. In many embodiments, each image shows the position of multiple article components or parts. For example, in many embodiments a single image is used to determine the position of two or more article components. Alternatively or in combination, color images of the article components are acquired with backlighting applied with full spectral control for outline detection. In many embodiments, each image shows the position of multiple article components or parts. For example, in many embodiments a single image is used to determine the position of two or more article components. In many embodiments, two or more images are used to determine the position of two or more article components. The imaging system confirms proper placement and CTQ dimensions. CTQ information generated by the one or more camera for example includes information about alignment placement, the color fading of the article components, the cut quality of the article components, or the like. The turntable then advances the article components to the robot-side where the electroadhesion gripper captures the articles based on the position information generated on the operator-side.
The system for example optionally comprises two overhead cameras. In some embodiments the first camera acquires an image without backlighting and the second camera acquires an image with backlighting applied for processing as previously described. In some embodiments, the first camera acquires an image of a first portion (e.g., half) of the first platform pickup zone and the second camera acquires an image of a second portion (e.g., half) of the first platform. The two images are then used independent of one another to drive the gripper to determine where to capture and/or place the article components identified in the images as described herein. In some embodiments, in situations where an article component is not fully contained within the field-of-view of either camera, the signals or images from the two cameras are for example "stitched" together by the image processing system. In some embodiments, transferring two or more article components from the first platform to the second platform comprises moving the robotic actuator from over the first platform after capture to over the second platform after release more than once. In such cases, the same or different image(s) can be used by the image processing system to inform each pass of capture, movement and release by the robotic actuator. The image processing system determines one or more of the position, orientation, and surface pattern of the article component that spans across the field of view of the two cameras.

Although a single user is shown in FIG. 1, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art that any number of users desired may place the article components on the operator-side of the first platform. For example, two or three operators may place the article components on the first platform. Alternatively or in combination, additional personnel are optionally used to prepare materials for the first operator to place. In some embodiments, an automated loading system is used in place of or in addition to the operator to place the article components on the first platform. The systems described herein may feed assembled articles (or portions of article components) to one or more, for example two or more, downstream manufacturing apparatus.

FIG. 2A illustrates a box diagram of an exemplary embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system. The electroadhesion manufacturing system comprises a first platform 201, a second platform 202, and gripper 204 comprising a robotic actuator 206 and a capture element 205, which are substantially the same as in the previous embodiments. The gripper system optionally further comprises a controller 215 in communication with each of the first platform 201, second platform 202, robotic actuator 206, and capture element 205. The controller 215 in some embodiments is in communication with one or more of a remote computer host 216, an upstream manufacturing apparatus 217, a downstream manufacturing apparatus 214, or any combination thereof.

The controller 215 acts as a master controller for one or more of the parts of the system and provides communication between the various components of the system.

For example, the controller 215 is in communication with one or more of the various components comprising the first platform 201. The controller 215 for example is in communication with systems on the operator-side of the first platform 207, as well as the motion control 218 of the first platform 201 and the
environmental control systems. The motion control 218 for example is used to move the first platform 201, for example a turntable. [0087] In many embodiments, the operator-side 207 is comprised of a user interface 220, comprising a gesture interface 221 and a tablet interface 222, and a front vision system 223, comprising a vision recognition system 224 and lighting control 225. The vision recognition system 224 is for example an overhead camera. The lighting control system 225 for example optionally comprises one or more projectors, for example an overhead projector and an upward facing projector mounted below the first platform. In some embodiments, placement of parts by the operator onto the first platform 201 is guided by approximate part outline silhouettes projected on the surface of the first platform 201 using the one or more projectors. In some embodiments, the silhouettes are designed to interact with the user through one or more of simulated vibration of the surface, messages guiding the correction of the placed parts into the right zones, and other forms of visual and/or auditory communication to the user. In some embodiments, the silhouette is designed to offer confirmation to the user that the placement is accurate enough by methods such as one or more of a change of color, increased or decreased intensity, pulsation, confirmatory messages and/or images appearing against a correctly placed object, and any other means communicated through the projector 225 or through auditory means. The gesture interface 221 and tablet interface 222 provide the operator with a way to interface with the system. For example, the gesture interface system 221 is configured to recognize that the operator has removed their hands from the system, thus indicating to the controller 215 that the article components have been placed and are ready for capture by the gripper 204. In many embodiments, the gesture interface 221 is used to detect the placement of the hand, for example on soft buttons that designate choices presented by one or more of the projectors 225. In some embodiments, the sensor that captures the hand positions automatically determines when certain placement of parts has been accomplished by the position of the human hands within its field of view. [0088] Alternatively or in combination, the controller 215 is in communication with the various components of the capture element 205. The controller 215 in some embodiments communicates with one or more of a zone control system 226, a release mechanism control system 227, a smart electrode control system 228, and a pick-up surface control system 229. Alternatively or in combination, in some embodiments the controller 215 communicates with one or more of an ultrasonic tack welder and a gripper-mounted imaging system 233, for example a camera. [0089] Alternatively or in combination, the controller 215 is in communication with various subsystems of the robotic actuator 206. The controller 215 communicates with the motion control system 230 of the robotic actuator 206 which comprises planning 231 and axis/motor control 232 systems. For example, information regarding the alignment of the article components on the robot-side of the first platform 201 is used to plan and execute a set of motions to capture and precisely release the article components to the second platform 202. The controller 215 is optionally further in communication with an assembly vision recognition system 233, for example a camera located on the robotic actuator 206. The assembly vision recognition system 233 is used to image the article components following release onto the second platform 202 to determine if the
article components have been placed correctly such that the assembled article is within placement tolerances. The camera 233 acquires images of the article components on the robot-side to inform whether CTQ placement tolerances have been achieved. In many embodiments, the camera 233 acquires an image containing two or more article components and uses said image to determine the placement of the two or more article components. The images are optionally stored as CTQ records by the remote computer host 216 for example. Alternatively or in combination, images taken by the gripper-mounted camera 233 are used to identify the placement accuracy of the first article component on the second platform 202 at the first predetermined location and thereby enable subsequent article component placement at the second platform 202 to account for variation in the placement of the first article component and compensate for said variation in the placement of additional article components at the second platform 202 in order to reduce the total placement variation. The controller 215 is optionally further in communication with the motion control system 234 of the second platform 202, for example a conveyor, such that the completion of article assembly steps alerts the second platform 202 to convey the assembled article to a downstream manufacturing apparatus 214.

[0090] In many embodiments, the controller 215 is configured to operate in either a production mode, a training mode, or a production planning mode. In the training mode, the controller 215 is taught by a user new article assembly designs and instructions. For example, an operator lays a plurality of article components together to determine the layering of an assembled article. The remote computer host 216 for example optionally includes a history and pattern database which keeps a record of article component assembly patterns as well as assembled article recognition information. Production mode is used during automated assembly of an article after the controller 215 has been trained to recognize where the plurality of article components must be captured, released, or a combination thereof. The tablet interface 222 allows for communication between the operator and the controller 215 and has significant use during training of the system. In production mode, the controller 215 reports out live production metrics and optionally provides a "plan" for production as described herein. In production planning mode, the controller 215 is optionally configured to generate a production plan for a specific time period, for example a plan covering a day of operation. For example, a new assembly can be imported in CAD using the input system described herein. The controller is optionally configured to set up all of the parameters required for a speedy introduction to production. Alternatively or in combination, production planning is done by a remote computing device and the controller is configured to receive the production plan from the remote computing device.

[0091] The controller 215 and system components are in wired communication, wireless communication, or any combination thereof with each other. For example, the controller 215 optionally communicates with the robotic motion 230, capture element 205, and robotic actuator vision systems 233 wirelessly while being in wired communication with the cameras 224 and lighting systems 225. The wireless communication for example occurs by Bluetooth, WiFi, RFID, near-field communication (NFC), or other similar means, or any combination thereof. The wired communication is by USB, HDMI, CSI, PWM, GPIO, Ethernet cable, or the like, or any combination thereof.
[0092] In many embodiments, the controller is configured to generate one or more manufacturing metrics based on one or more of capturing the first and second articles, moving the captured first and second articles, and releasing the captured first and second articles. The manufacturing metric for example optionally comprises one or more of manufacturing production rate, incoming part acceptance, part capture accuracy, part placement accuracy, performance metrics (e.g., rate, placement accuracy) per user, and performance metrics per article assembly pattern or article part(s). In many embodiments, the controller is configured to transmit the one or more manufacturing metrics to a remote computing device, the remote computing device generating one or more manufacturing insights based on the one or more manufacturing metrics. In some embodiments, said manufacturing metrics are sent to a production control system or streamed via a communications link that is part of the manufacturing system. In some embodiments, the raw images of the parts are sent external to the manufacturing system, such that the production metrics are computed elsewhere. In other embodiments, the manufacturing metrics are computed locally using the assembly images or other methods, and then the aggregate post-processed data is communicated to the external source. Alternatively or in combination, the controller is configured to receive incoming part information for the first and second article components from an upstream manufacturing apparatus and cause the first and second article components to be captured based on the received incoming part information. Alternatively or in combination, the controller is configured to generate outgoing part information for the first and second article components and cause the outgoing part information to be transmitted to a downstream manufacturing apparatus. In some embodiments, the outgoing part information comprises at least one of Computer-aided Design (CAD) and Computer-aided Manufacturing (CAM) data defining at least one of the shape of the components, the visual pattern embodied within the component, and critical-to-quality metrics relating to the placement of the article components. In some embodiments, the system communicates with other machines within the same ecosystem, for example to jointly perform a task and/or to receive or transmit information. For example, in some embodiments the system receives information from an upstream manufacturing apparatus, for example a cutting table. In some embodiments, the system passes on several parameters to a downstream manufacturing apparatus, for example a sewing machine, hot or cold press or fusing machine. In such cases, the information passed on for example optionally includes the outline of one or more parts placed relative to other parts placed, the location of the placement and/or orientation of the assembled article, the sewing paths required, RFID or other means of identifying the article, the lot number printed on the material, or any other information useful for the operation either co-operatively or in a standalone format for the successive machines in the overall manufacturing operation.

[0093] The systems described herein are re-programmable prior to use for the specific article components required for each assembly job. For example, the system is taught to recognize specific article component shapes or fabric patterns or a combination thereof for article components which are assembled into at least a portion of an article of clothing. In some embodiments, the system is taught by someone other than the operating user, for example a managing user, by using an external device such as tablet or computer. Such a teaching routine for example optionally includes placing the article components on the first platform one at a
time, receiving confirmation from the automated system that the part is capable of being grasped and recognized. In some embodiments, the system is taught by demonstrating the correct placement of one part on another, for example to be verified by the camera placed on the system. In addition to or as an alternative to physical teaching, the system for example optionally receives Computer Aided Design (CAD) or Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) inputs of each of the parts as well as the assembled article and uses that information to augment or instead of the teach-by-showing functionality. The system for example comprises an input system which allows the user, managing user, or other entity (for example an external user or system) to input the CAD or CAM files. The CAD or CAM inputs optionally comprise metadata embedded therein such that a "recipe" for part placement and release is generated automatically from the CAD or CAM inputs. A managing user selects a desired CAD or CAM file comprising CAD or CAM inputs and the "recipe" (or protocol) is automatically generated to teach the system. The system is later re-deployed and taught to recognize specific article component shapes or fabric patterns or a combination thereof for article components which are then assembled into at least a portion of a circuit, for example.

[0094] The recipe generated from the inputs is optionally configured to improve the efficiency of the robot motions, the operator motions, or the combination thereof. Increased efficiency in the motion of the robotic actuator can reduce or minimize the time to assemble the article. Increased efficiency of the operator motions can load balance the number of article components placed on the platform per motion of the operator, such as picking up and/or placement motions. The recipe optionally determines the pre-determined capture location, pre-determined release location, location on the gripper, or any combination thereof. In some instances, the recipe determines the location of one or more article components within each zone of the gripper and optionally optimizes such locations based on parameters, for example regions of low friction on the gripper or article material properties, to enable rapid release of the article components. In some instances, the recipe maximizes the density of article components on the gripper by maximizing the density of the locations of the article components on the gripper. In some instances, the recipe ensures that one or more edge of an article component does not rest at or correspond to an edge of an electroadhesion zone or an edge of the gripper. In some cases, the edge of an electroadhesion has a "dead spot" in the electroadhesion pattern where the electroadhesive forces are weaker and may not be sufficient to hold an edge of the article component to the gripper. In some instances, the recipe minimizes the number of zones used to capture an article component. For example, if an article component is smaller than a single zone, the recipe ensures that the entire article component is located within one zone on the gripper when captured instead of occupying more than one zone. In some instances, the recipe minimizes the amount of movement of the gripper necessary to capture the desired article components from their predetermined capture locations. In some instances, the recipe minimizes the amount of movement of the gripper necessary to release the article components in their predetermined release locations. In some instances, the recipe positions the article components on the gripper so as to leave a portion of the article component exposed from the gripper. For example, the gripper may capture an article component such that a specific corner or other feature of the article component is exposed when the gripper places the article component on the second platform (and
before the gripper moves away from article component on the second platform). This may allow for a sewing machine or other downstream manufacturing apparatus to access the article (or portion of an article) while the gripper is still in contact with the article component stack. The gripper may for example stabilize the stack while a sewing machine places a few stiches in the stack before the gripper moves away.

[0095] FIG. 2B shows an embodiment of the operator-side 207 of an electroadhesion manufacturing system. The operator-side 207 comprises a portion of the first platform 201, an optional audio output 235, an optional gesture recognition sensor 236, an optional overhead projector 209, an upward facing projector 237, an overhead camera 224, and a wireless-connected (or alternatively wired) tablet interface 222. The first platform 201 for example optionally comprises a transparent or translucent turntable such that the upward projection system 237 provides backlighting to allow the overhead camera 224 to detect the article component 203 and determine its position accurately. The turntable 201 for example is made of a translucent material such as polycarbonate or Lexan. The upward projection system 237 alternatively or in combination provides guiding messages to the operator during use, for example one or more guiding lines, one or more article component outlines, written instructions, videos, or any combination thereof. The first platform 201 for example comprises an article placement area 238 onto which guiding messages are projected. For example, the upward projection system 237 projects an outline for each article component 203 to provide guidance on part placement to the operator. The operator is shown approximately where to place the article component 203 by the "augmented reality" projection system. The article component 203 is guided based on one or more of the order of placement, the number of pick-up zones (described in detail in subsequent figures) of the electroadhesion capture element, and the orientation of the parts 203 as pre-computed by the controller 215 to minimize the time taken for assembly. The article component 203 is optionally guided for recipe optimization purposes as described herein.

[0096] The surface 239 of the turntable 201 for example is optionally frosted so as to create a pictorial message area 240 to aid in viewing the guiding messages projected thereon by the upward facing projector 237. One or more article component 203 is placed upon the frosted surface 239 of the turntable 201. An overhead projector 237 is optionally used to provide illumination of the surface of the article component 203 which aids in accurate detection of CTQ information. CTQ information for example includes information about the state of the article component 203, for example if the article component 203 is damaged, faded, or fraying. The upward facing projector 237 optionally provides backlighting which will allow the vision system 224, for example a camera, to detect the article components 203 and determine the accuracy of placement. Illumination provided by both the overhead projector 209 and the upward facing projector 237 further serves as part of an augmented reality user interface, allowing users to interact directly with the turntable 201 workspace in order to operate the appliance. For example, the user interface includes a gesture interface 236 which detects gestures by the operator. The gesture interface 236 for example is set up to recognize that the operator has finished placing the article components 203 on the turntable 201 and cue the vision recognition system 224 to confirm placement and activate motion of the turntable 201. Alternatively
or in combination, the audio output 235 optionally sends audio cues or instructions operator to aid in placement or system operation.

[0097] The projectors 209, 237 for example are configured to project a calibration grid for the overhead camera 224. This enables the camera 224 to be calibrated periodically and optionally eliminates or reduces the need for costly calibration fixtures that are often used in vision-guided robotic systems.

[0098] The upward facing projector 237 of this or any embodiment described herein is optionally a flat panel television screen (e.g., Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) or Light Emitting Diode (LED)) or other light-emitting device which can project light onto the first platform 201 as described herein. The first platform 201 for example comprises a transparent or translucent turntable or conveyor.

[0099] Alternatively or in combination, the surface of the turntable 239 is embedded with electroadhesion electrodes to maintain article component 203 placement on the turntable 201 during turntable 201 rotation and article component 203 transfer to the robot-side. The electroadhesion electrodes for example optionally comprise transparent electroadhesion electrodes. Transparent electroadhesion electrodes enable the backlighting to pass through the transparent turntable 201 with minimal insertion loss. By using electroadhesion electrodes to hold onto the article components 203 during turntable 201 rotation, the turntable 201 is able to transfer at higher speeds, for example 2 to 3 times faster than without electrodes. The turntable 201 optionally rotates an unlimited number of times and power is wirelessly transferred to a current-limited high-voltage supply mounted underneath the turntable 201. The turntable 201 for example optionally comprises multiple zones of electroadhesion on its surface 239. Each zone is independently actuated and controlled. Wireless communication between the electroadhesion surface 239 and the high-voltage supply occurs via NFC or other RFID communications for example. In some instances, communication between the electroadhesion surface 239 and the high-voltage supply alternatively or in combination occurs by wired or sprin-loaded pin contact. The operator and appliance cover are not shown for clarity.

[00100] FIG. 2C shows an embodiment of the robot-side 211 of an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising a first platform 201, a robotic actuator 206 coupled to a capture element 205, and a second platform 202. The first platform 201 for example optionally comprises a transparent or translucent turntable. The surface 239 of the turntable 201 for example is frosted. An electroadhesion gripper 204 comprising a robotic actuator 206 and a capture element 205 is disposed between the first platform 201 and the second platform 202. The second platform 202 for example is a conveyor. The robotic actuator 206 for example optionally comprises a robotic arm. The capture element 205 for example optionally comprises an electroadhesion surface or plate. A downward facing camera 233 is disposed on the robotic arm 206. Said downward facing camera 233 is used to take an image of the final assembled article to determine if the assembled article is within placement tolerances. In some embodiments, the gripper 204 for example includes article presence sensing. The gripper 204 optionally further comprises an ultrasonic welder 241 attached to the robotic arm 206. The system components are wirelessly connected to the controller 215 for example.
[00101] FIG. 2D shows another embodiment of the robot-side 211 of an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising a first platform 201, a robotic actuator 206 coupled to a capture element 205, and a second platform 202. The first platform 201 for example optionally comprises a transparent or translucent turntable. The surface 239 of the turntable 201 for example is frosted. An electroadhesion gripper 204 comprising a robotic actuator 206 and a capture element 205 is disposed between the first platform 201 and the second platform 202. The second platform 202 for example is a conveyor. The robotic actuator 206 for example optionally comprises a robotic arm. The capture element 205 for example optionally comprises an electroadhesion surface or plate. A downward facing camera 233 is disposed on the robotic arm 206. Said downward facing camera 233 is used to take an image of the final assembled article to determine if the assembled article is within placement tolerances. In some embodiments, the gripper 204 for example includes article presence sensing. The gripper 204 optionally further comprises an ultrasonic welder 241 attached to the robotic arm 206. In some embodiments, the robot-side 211 is for example comprised of one or more of an alignment recognition system, a material quality recognition system, and an assembly vision lighting control 242, for example an overhead bulb. The material quality recognition system for example comprises a camera 243 located beside the first platform 201 on the robot-side 211, and a lighting control system 244, for example a bulb. In some embodiments, the material quality recognition system is used to image one or more article components 203 and assess the quality of the one or more article components 203 for CTQ information. For example, the camera beside the first platform 243 is optionally able to determine if an article component 203 has been placed upside-down. The CTQ information is optionally communicated back to the controller 215. The controller 215 may for example use the generated CTQ information to halt the manufacturing process if the CTQ information is outside of pre-programmed acceptable limits and return the article components 203 to the operator for removal and placement of new article components 203. The alignment recognition system for example comprises a camera 245 placed below the first platform 201 on the robot-side 211, and a lighting control 246, for example a bulb. The alignment recognition system is optionally used to determine the placement of the article components 203 following transfer to the robot-side 211. In some embodiments, backlighting of the turntable 201 by the overhead light source 242 allows the camera 245 to capture crisp images of the article component 203 for precise location determinations. The system components are wirelessly connected to the controller 215 for example.

[00102] FIGS. 3A-3B illustrate 180° rotated views of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper 304 comprising a robotic actuator 306 and an electroadhesion capture element 305. The robotic actuator 306 for example optionally comprises a robotic arm operatively coupled to the capture element 305 such that movement of the robotic arm 306 moves the capture element 305. The capture element 305 comprises an electroadhesion surface or plate. In some embodiments, the robotic arm 306 comprises high-stiffness, lightweight, carbon fiber construction to achieve high-throughput in the assembly process without vibration which could cause article placement variation during assembly. For example, the robotic arm 306 has structural resonances that are in excess of 40-50 Hz as otherwise the movement control system has difficulty in achieving short moves without overshoot and ringing that would otherwise cause placement errors. In some
embodiments, other types of robotic arms 306, including commercial off-the-shelf robots, robots with lower structural resonances, or combination of actuated movement are also contemplated in the current disclosure.

[00103] FIG. 4 shows a box diagram of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper apparatus. The electroadhesion gripper comprises a robotic actuator and a capture element, for example an electroadhesion surface or plate. The electroadhesion plate optionally further comprises one or more individually controllable zones of the electroadhesion. The electroadhesion plate for example comprises a single electroadhesion zone. Alternatively, the electroadhesion plate comprises two electroadhesion zones. It will be understood by one skilled in the art that the electroadhesion plate comprises as many electroadhesion zones as required for the manufacture of an article from a plurality of article components. In some embodiments, the electroadhesion zones are separable from one another such that the electroadhesion plate has replaceable segments or zones.

[00104] The electroadhesion gripper comprises a capture element controller 448 in communication with the robotic actuator controller 447 comprising systems for motion control 430 and assembly vision recognition 433 as previously described herein. The assembly vision recognition system 433 for example optionally comprises a camera. The assembly vision recognition system 433 for example optionally comprises a camera 433A and a source of illumination 433B. The capture element controller 448 is optionally in communication with the multi-zone controller system 426. The multi-zone controller system 426 individually controls the actuation of the electroadhesion zones in some embodiments, for example by Near-field or other RFID communication (NFC) 449 with a smart electrode 428 incorporated into the zone-specific electrode. The multi-zone controller 426 is further in communication with one or more of an ultrasonic horn 441 on the robotic arm and a release driven mechanism 427 operatively connected to a release mechanism 450 to facilitate linear actuation of the ultrasonic horn 441 as shown in FIGS. 11-14.

[00105] FIGS. 5A-5H illustrate an embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system in action. The electroadhesion system comprises a first platform 501, an electroadhesion gripper 504 comprising a robotic actuator 506 coupled to a capture element 505, and a second platform 502. The first platform 501 for example is a turntable. The second platform 502 for example is a conveyor. The robotic actuator 506 for example optionally comprises a robotic arm. The capture element 505 for example optionally comprises an electroadhesion surface or plate. The electroadhesion surface 505 optionally further comprises one or more individually actuating electroadhesion zones, for example a first electroadhesion zone and a second electroadhesion zone. The system is substantially similar to any of the embodiments described herein.

[00106] FIG. 5A shows the electroadhesion manufacturing system after a first 503A and a second article component 503B on a first platform 501 have been delivered to the robot-side. FIG. 5B shows the electroadhesion gripper 504 moving to capture the first article component 503A. In some embodiments, the system for example recognizes the first and the second article components 503A, 503B with an automated visualization system. In some embodiments, the system for example recognizes one or more of the orientation and location of the first and the second article components 503A, 503B. Alternatively or in combination, the system for example recognizes a first and a second predetermined capture location on the
first platform 501 using an automated visualization system and precisely positions the gripper 504 so as to capture the first article component 503A from the first predetermined capture location. Capture of the first article component 503A optionally further comprises activating the first electroadhesion zone but not the second electroadhesion zone. FIG. 5C shows the electroadhesion gripper 504 selectively picking up the first article component 503A but not the second article component 503B. FIG. 5D shows the electroadhesion gripper 504 moving to capture the second article component 503B. The system for example precisely positions the gripper 504 so as to capture the second article component 503B from the second predetermined capture location. Capture of the second article component 503B optionally further comprises activating the second electroadhesion zone while maintaining activation of the first electroadhesion zone so as to have both the first and the second article components 503A, 503B captured by the gripper 504 simultaneously as shown in FIG. 5E. FIG. 5F shows the system after the electroadhesion gripper 504 has moved the first and second article components 503A, 503B to a position above the second platform 502. The system for example optionally recognizes a first and a second predetermined location on the second platform 502 using an automated visualization system and positions the robotic actuator 506 so that the first article component 503A is precisely placed over the first predetermined location. The gripper 504 releases the first article component 503A by deactivating the first electroadhesion zone while maintaining activation of the second electroadhesion zone so as to selectively release the first article component 503A but not the second article component 503B. FIG. 5G shows the release of the first article component 503A onto the second platform 502 while the second article component 503B is retained on the electroadhesion gripper 504. FIG. 5H shows the release of the second article component 503B onto the second platform 502. The system for example positions the robotic actuator 506 so that the second article component 503B is precisely placed over the second predetermined location. The system for example uses the position information acquired by one or more cameras on the operator-side. Alternatively or in combination, the system determines the placement of the first article component 503A at the second platform 502 using a gripper-mounted camera and adjusts the position of the robotic actuator 506 such that the second article component 503B is precisely placed at the second predetermined location relative to determined placement of the first article component 503A. The gripper 504 optionally releases the second article component 503B by deactivating the second electroadhesion zone to form at least a portion of an assembled article. In many embodiments, the system further detects the presence of one or more of the first or second article components 503A, 503B with a "smart" electrode as described further herein.

[00107] In many embodiments, the first and second article components 503A, 503B are placed at the first and second predetermined capture locations such that the gripper 504 simultaneously captures the first and the second article components 503A, 503B by simultaneously activating both of the first and the second electroadhesion zones.

[00108] In some embodiments, the capture element is configured to individually activate regions therein such that sequential capture or sequential release is accomplished. When electroadhesion is combined with other pick-up modalities such as application of negative pressure or mechanical release or ejection, the
capture element is configurable to individually activate each modalities (and/or each modality within a region) such that sequential capture or sequential release is accomplished. In instances where the gripper 504 simultaneously captures and then sequentially releases the first and second article components 503A, 503B the number of time-consuming steps, which include one or more of large robotic actuator motions and information acquisition by the vision recognition system, are shared across many components of the electroadhesion manufacturing system. In instances where the gripper 504 sequentially captures and then simultaneously releases the first and second article components 503A, 503B the number of time-consuming steps, which include one or more of large robotic actuator motions and information acquisition by the vision recognition system, are shared across many components of the electroadhesion manufacturing system. In these cases, high-throughput is enabled by using fewer robotic actuators (in many cases one as described herein) and/or fewer vision recognition components (for example one camera as described herein) than conventional systems. High-throughput is thus achievable at lower cost, without high-speed robotic actuators, and/or without multiple robotic actuators working in parallel to assemble a single article (or a portion or a single article).

[00109] FIG. 6 shows yet another embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein the first platform 601 comprises a conveyor. The system for example is substantially similar to any of the embodiments described herein but for the first platform 601 comprising a conveyor. One or more article component 603 is placed by a user on the operator-side 607 with guidance from the system as previously described herein. Upon confirmation of proper placement, the conveyor 601 is activated so as to convey the one or more article component 603 to the robot-side 611 for capture by the electroadhesion gripper 604 and release at the second platform 602 as previously described herein.

[00110] In many embodiments, visual alignment is accomplished on the operator-side 607 of the first platform 601. No additional visual alignment is needed in many embodiments because the kinematic coordinate transformation between the visual alignment coordinate system (via the one or more cameras) and the gripper 604 are calibrated. These embodiments reduce article assembly time as no visual alignment steps are required at the robot-side 611 between the time of article component 603 acquisition from the first platform 601 and placement at the second platform 602.

[00111] In many embodiments, visual alignment of a second article component onto a first article component is accomplished by locating the first article component based on information derived from at least one of an outline of a part, intra-part holes or mesh patterns, and a visual pattern applied to the surface of a part. The visual pattern for example includes a fiducial deliberately applied to the part or a decorative pattern, for example plaid, checkered, and other patterns.

[00112] The various elements of the electroadhesion manufacturing systems and apparatus described herein are optionally interconnected and integrated with one another to provide improved manufacturing workflow and efficiency. The input system can take information directly from a CAD or CAM file and use that information to plan how the article should be assembled from the article components. The plan is then optionally converted into a series of pick and place steps, a user-placement location map is generated to
guide the user, and the user-placement locations are optionally projected to the user to guide article component placement. The user-placement locations are the same as the capture locations described herein. The imaging system can additionally use such information about the placement locations to determine if an article component has been placed correctly (or approximately correctly) but the user. The gripper zones can then "know", based on the pick and place steps determined from the input, which article component should be in which pre-determined capture location and which article component should be placed in which predetermined location on the second platform. The systems and apparatus optionally further comprise preset levels of electroadhesion (and/or vacuum, mechanical ejection, etc.) based on the article component. It will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art that properties of the article, for example the material, shape, size, or other parameters, may be used to determine how much voltage to apply to the electrodes, how much force to apply with the robotic actuator, how much negative pressure to apply (in the case where the systems described herein is combined with a vacuum system), etc. The systems and apparatus optionally further comprise part placement tolerance levels (for example CTQ information) and pre-set One or more of the controllers described can monitor, plan the pick-up and placement locations of parts from the CAD files or other input, plan the pick-up and placement steps to be performed by the gripper (for example plan which article for the user to place where, which article to pick up from the first platform when, which article for the gripper to place on the second platform where, and which article to place on the second platform when), and the timing of each step in the process.

[00113] In some applications common in shoe and apparel manufacturing, for example when the article comprises one or more article components laid into customized pockets in a fixture, for example a plate, the visual alignment system locates the fixture and confirms that the fixture has been fully loaded with article components by the operator. If, for example, the fixture is too heavy to be acquired by electroadhesion, only the parts are acquired when electroadhesions is activated. Given the fixture tolerance, the geometric relationship between the article components is precisely defined; therefore the captured article components are placed in one movement of the robotic actuator at a location predetermined by the visual alignment system measurement of fixture placement on the operator-side.

[00114] In some applications common in shoe and apparel manufacturing, for example those that incorporate sewing processes, where the article comprises article components integrated into fixtures or where the article is itself a fixture or template, the fixture or template is designed so that it can be acquired by electroadhesion. The fixture or template and the article components are placed on the first platform together by the operator, for example side-by-side or overlaid onto one another. The fixture is used to hold down parts that lay below it so that said parts aren't disturbed by sewing force disturbances. In some embodiments, when article components are placed onto a pocketed fixture in a stacking operation, the robotic gripper is arranged to employ a finger actuator to push the parts into the fixture pockets.

[00115] In some applications common in shoe and apparel manufacturing, for example those that incorporate hot melt fusing for instance, the gripper for example comprises one or more of a plurality of ultrasonic weld actuator components. In some embodiments, a heating element or Infra-red element is used in place of an
ultrasonic welder. Activation of the ultrasonic welder following release of the second article component onto
the first article component temporarily fuses the article components together if one or more of the article
components are impregnated with a hot-melt or other adhesive. In some embodiments, the ultrasonic welder
is activated prior to release of the second article component onto the first article component. In some
embodiments, the ultrasonic welder is activated before the capture element is moved away from the first and
second article components. Said tack weld is used for example to prevent dislodging of the article
components when transferred to or at a downstream manufacturing apparatus, for example when traveling
through hot rollers or when in transit from one manufacturing apparatus to another. In some embodiments,
an ultrasonic welder is optionally embedded in each of the electroadhesion zones such that the tack weld is
accomplished without additional motion of the robotic actuator following release of the article components
on the second platform. In some embodiments, one or more ultrasonic welder is for example mounted on
the gripper and is used selectively by moving the gripper-attached welder to a pre-defined tack weld
location.

[00116] In some embodiments, the second platform is embedded with complementary electroadhesion or
passive fixture onto which the parts are placed. This fixture is moved by process equipment to accomplish
specific assembly operations. For example, the fixture is optionally employed to stabilize the article
components above it on the second platform or to ensure that the article components above it on the second
platform lay flat during the subsequent processes.

[00117] FIGS. 7A-7D show further embodiments of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein
article components 703 are assembled by actuation of a second platform 702 by a robotic actuator 706. The
electroadhesion manufacturing system comprises one or more of a first platform 701 to receive an article
component 703, a second platform 702 configured to receive the article component 703 from the first
platform 701, an imaging system 724 configured to identify the article component 703 received on the
second platform 702 and determine a position of the article component 703 received on the second platform
702, and a controller configured to reposition the second platform 702 in response to one or more of the
identified article component and the determined position thereof prior to receiving the article component 703
from the first platform 701. The second platform 702 for example is a mechanized conveyor.

[00118] FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate an embodiment of a manufacturing system wherein article components 703
are placed on the first platform 701 and conveyed to the second platform 702. An operator 708 places an
article component 703 on the first platform 701. The first platform 701 for example is a conveyor. The
conveyor 701 for example comprises a thin edge or sharp corner that makes the conveyor 701 extremely
close to the second platform 702, thus allowing for higher placement accuracy. The imaging system 724
identifies the article component 703 received on the first platform 701 and determines the position of said
article component 703 on the first platform 701. The imaging system 724 for example optionally comprises
an overhead camera positioned overhead one or more of the first and second platform 701, 702. The second
platform 702 is repositioned in response to one or more of the identified article component and the
determined position thereof in order to receive the article component 703 from the first platform 701 onto a
predetermined location on the second platform 702. Repositioning the second platform 702 for example optionally comprises one or more of moving the second platform 702 along a first horizontal axis, moving the second platform 702 along a second horizontal axis orthogonal to the first horizontal axis, moving the second platform 702 along a vertical axis orthogonal to the first and second horizontal axes, rotating the second platform 702 about the vertical axis, and tilting the second platform 702. Repositioning the second platform 702 in response to one or more of the identified article component and the determined position thereof comprises moving a robotic actuator 706, for example a robotic arm, in operative communication with the controller and coupled to the second platform 702.

[00119] These steps are repeatable for any number of article components 703 in order to generate a stack of article components 712. The stack of article components 712 for example optionally comprises at least a portion of an article. The assembled stack of article components 712 is further fed onto a downstream manufacturing apparatus 714, for example a fusion press as depicted herein. The article component 703 for example optionally comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part. The assembled article 712 comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit. In some embodiments, one or more of a first and second article components 703A, 703B include a rigid machined template plate with holes or slots cut out to accommodate a sewing needle in an semi-automated sewing machine.

[00120] FIG. 7C shows a blown up view of the robotic actuator 706 and second platform702. The assembled article 712 for example is fed from the second platform 702 onto a tray 713 for conveyance to a downstream manufacturing apparatus 714.

[00121] In some embodiments, one or more of the first and second platforms 701, 702 comprises an electroadhesion surface. For example, in some embodiments one or more of the first and second platforms 701, 702 is embedded with electroadhesion electrodes. Activation of electroadhesion at one or more of the first and second platforms 701, 702 enables high acceleration and/or high-speed transfer of article components 703 from the first platform 701 to the second platform 702 without dislodging the article components 703 by slipping or flying off.

[00122] FIG. 7D shows another embodiment of an electroadhesion manufacturing system wherein multiple article components 703 are fed onto multiple first platforms 701 and conveyed to a moving second platform 702 below. One or more of a first platform 701 is configured so as to receive one or more of an article component 703 from an operator 708. The first platform 701 for example optionally comprises a conveyor. The first platform 701 for example has a sharp edge above the second platform 702 such that the two are very close together. In some embodiments, the system comprises a first conveyor 701A and a second conveyor 701B situated above a second platform 702. The second platform 702 comprises a conveyor. The first conveyor 701A and the second conveyor 701B are for example aligned in the direction of travel of the second platform 702 located below. The second platform 702 has continuous or intermittent motion to facilitate receiving of the one or more article components 703 from the first and second conveyors 701A, 701B. The imaging system 724 identifies a first article component 703A received on the first conveyor 701A
and determines the position of said article component 703A on the first conveyor 701A. The imaging system 724 for example optionally comprises a camera positioned overhead one or more of the one or more first platform 701 and the second platform 702. The second platform 702 is positioned in response to one or more of the identified article component and the determined position thereof in order to receive the first article component 703A from the first conveyor 701A. Repositioning the second platform 702 for example optionally comprise one or more of moving the second platform 702 along a first horizontal axis, moving the second platform 702 along a second horizontal axis orthogonal to the first horizontal axis, moving the second platform 702 along a vertical axis orthogonal to the first and second horizontal axes, rotating the second platform 702 about the vertical axis, and tilting the second platform 702. Repositioning the second platform 702 in response to one or more of the identified first article component and the determining position thereof comprises moving a robotic actuator 706, for example a robotic arm, in operative communication with the controller and coupled to the second platform 702.

[00123] These steps are repeatable for any number of article components 703 in order to generate a stack of article components. For example, the imaging system identifies a second article component 703B received on the second conveyor 701B and determines the position of said article component 703B on the second conveyor 701B. The second platform 702 is repositioned in response to one or more of the identified second article component and the determined position thereof in order to receive the second article component 703B from the second conveyor 701B. The stack of article components 712 for example optionally comprises at least a portion of an article. The assembled stack of article components 712 is further fed onto a downstream manufacturing apparatus 714, for example a fusion press as depicted herein. The article component 703 for example comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part. The article 712 for example comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

[00124] FIGS. 8A-8C illustrate various embodiments of an electroadhesion gripper. The electroadhesion gripper apparatus 805 comprises an electroadhesive plate 851 having a contact surface 852 for capturing one or more target objects (also referred to herein as article components) with electroadhesion, the electroadhesive plate 851 comprising a one or more electroadhesive zones 856, wherein electroadhesion in each electroadhesive zone 856 is separately activated and a controller (as described further herein) configured to individually activate or deactivate electroadhesion in each of the electroadhesive zones 856. FIG. 8A shows an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper with a single electroadhesion zone 856. The electroadhesion plate 851 comprises a plurality of electrodes 855 and is operatively attached to the robotic actuator. FIG. 8B shows a top view of the embodiment of FIG. 8A highlighting the housing 854 and connection to the robotic actuator 853. FIG. 8C shows an exemplary embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper with multiple electroadhesion zones 856 for selective capture and release of multiple article components. In many embodiments, this multi-zone implementation enables a single-pick of a plurality of article components off of the first platform followed by multiple individuated placements of each article component onto the second platform. The multi-zone implementation thereby reduces the number of motion
segments needed to complete the assembled article when compared to accomplishing the assembly with a single-zone gripper. For example, the electroadhesion plate 851 comprises six (6) electroadhesion zones 856 as depicted herein. It will be understood however that the capture element 805 comprises any number of electroadhesion zones 856 depending on the manufacturing requirements of the article assembly.

[00125] FIG. 9 shows a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper 904 with multiple electroadhesion zones 956 with "smart" electrodes. A tool controller microprocessor 960 (also referred to herein as a Tool Controller), for example a multi-zone controller, is in communication with the master controller 215 as previously described herein, for example one or more of a service interface 957, an ultrasonic weld 941, a gripper camera 933A, and a gripper illumination system 933B. The camera 933A is attached to the gripper 904 but able to wirelessly transfer data to the supervisory controller (for example the Controller 215 in FIG. 2A) processor. A service interface 957 on the Controller 215 wirelessly receives data from the Tool Controller 960. The Tool Controller 960 is further in communication with the various components of each electroadhesion zone 956 on the electroadhesion gripper 904. The electroadhesion gripper 904 for example comprises a 2x4 rectangular array of eight (8) electroadhesion zones 956. Each electroadhesion zone 956 is further controlled by a dedicated microcontroller 926 in communication with one or more of the electroadhesion actuation control 929 and smart electrode 928 for electroadhesion article component presence sensing. Detecting the presence of an article component for example optionally comprises measuring at the one or more of the electroadhesive zones 956 one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of the measurement. The communication between the microcontroller 926 and the tool controller 960 for example is wireless.

[00126] The Tool Controller 960 is configured to communicate with the master system controller 215 in order to detect capture of one or more target objects in one or more electroadhesive zones 956 by a smart electrode 928. The smart electrode 928 for example optionally comprises a consumable cartridge that snaps into the multi-zone tool controller receptacle. The cartridge is considered consumable due to expected wear during repeated use due to high-voltage breakdown mechanisms. While atypical cartridge has two electrodes, in some embodiments the smart electrode cartridge comprises more than two electrodes in order yield a programmable electrode with a range of spatial frequencies. Each electrode has proprietary, low-cost, high-voltage supply which is surface-mounted onto the back side of the cartridge. In some embodiments power transfer from the tool controller 960 to the smart electrode 928 is achieved via inductive coupling. A microcontroller 926, for example a PIC microcontroller from Microchip, in each zone 956 controls the electrode voltage and monitors the presence sensing in each electrode, for example by monitoring the electrode current to detect capture and release of an article component. The tool controller 960 communicates to the zone's microcontroller 926 via NFC or other RFID standard. In this way, power, voltage commands and electrode current feedback are transmitted without galvanic connection, thereby eliminating the possibility of dangerous leakage currents from the high-voltage supply on each zone 956. In
some embodiments, an NFC tag is embedded in the cartridge that carries with it the encryption key to talk to the smart electrode microcontrollers 926 on a cartridge.

[00127] FIGS. 10A-10B show an exemplary application of a "smart" electrode for detection of capture and release of an article component. The smart electrode for example acts as a transducer to both capture an article component and sense the capture and release of the article component. The controller is configured to detect the capture of one or more target object, for example an article component, in the one or more electroadhesive zones by measuring at the one or more of the electroadhesive zones one or more of electrode current voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognize a signal pattern in one or more of an AC and DC signal component of the measurement. For example, a smart electrode is used to detect changes in voltage of an electroadhesive zone upon placement 1061 or removal 1062 of a pair of jeans on the contact surface of the smart electrode as shown in FIG. 10A. FIG. 10B shows an enlargement of the region indicated by dashed lines in FIG. 10A. There was both a detectable capacitance change 1063 and a conductivity change 1064 - which together made a detectable change in electrode impedance - when the jeans were placed 1061 on the electroadhesive plate and well as a detectable change with the jeans were removed 1062 from the plate.

[00128] FIG. 11 shows an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper capture element 1105 with multiple electroadhesion zones 1156 wherein each zone 1156 has independent vertical activation. The electroadhesion gripper apparatus 1105 comprises an electroadhesive plate 1151 having a contact surface 1152 for capturing one or more target objects with electroadhesion, the electroadhesive plate 1151 comprising a one or more electroadhesive zones 1156, wherein electroadhesion in each electroadhesive zone 1156 is separately activated and a controller configured to individually activate or deactivate electroadhesion in each of the electroadhesive zones 1156. The electroadhesion plate 1151 for example comprises a plurality of electrodes 1155 and is operatively attached to the robotic actuator via a housing 1154 and linkage system 1153. One or more of the electroadhesive zones 1156 is extended forward from a retracted position to separate the extended electroadhesive zone 1156 from the remainder of the one or more retracted electroadhesive zones 1156. The multiple electroadhesion zones 1156 are substantially similar to other embodiments of an electroadhesion zone described herein.

[00129] FIGS. 12A-12B show schematics of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper 1404 comprising an electroadhesion plate 1451 with an ultrasonic welder 1441 to facilitate capture and release of an article component. The electroadhesion plate 1451 may be substantially similar to other embodiments described herein. The ultrasonic welder or horn 1441 is for example an integral part of the capture element 1405. The ultrasonic welder 1441 is optionally integrated into a mechanical separation mechanism 1470 of the electroadhesion capture element 1405. In some embodiments, the ultrasonic welder 1441 is optionally mounted so as to actuate when placing an article component on the second platform.

[00130] FIG. 12A shows a cross-section of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper 1404 comprising a mechanical separation mechanism 1470 and an ultrasonic welder 1441 with mechanical separation mechanism 1470 comprising the ultrasonic welder 1441 retracted. The electroadhesion gripper 1404
comprises a capture element 1405, for example an electroadhesive plate 1451 and a housing 1454. The housing 1454 for example extends from the electroadhesive plate 1451 to the connection 1471 to the robotic actuator and forms a plenum 1474 therebetween. The housing 1454 for example is optionally cuboid shaped, with contact between the electroadhesive plate 1451 and the housing 1454 forming one or more of a right angle and an obtuse angle. The housing 1454 for example is curved and/or forms a right angle where the housing 1454 contacts the connection 1471. The housing 1454 is for example optionally prismatic. As illustrated, in some embodiments the ultrasonic welder 1441 is integral with the mechanical separation mechanism 1470. When retracted as shown here, the mechanical separation mechanism 1470 is housed in a plenum 1474 formed between the electroadhesion plate 1451 and the housing 1454 of the capture element 1405. The capture element 1405 is connected to the robotic actuator 1406 via a linkage system 1453.

[00131] FIG. 12B shows a cross-section of an embodiment of an electroadhesion gripper 1404 comprising a mechanical separation mechanism 1470 and an integrated ultrasonic welder 1441 with mechanical separation mechanism 1470 extended. Extension of mechanical separation mechanism 1470 projects the ultrasonic welder 1441 into contact with the article components where it is activated to temporarily fuse the article components together. For example, activation of the ultrasonic welder 1441 following release of a second article component onto a first article component temporarily fuses the article components together if one or more of the article components are impregnated with a hot-melt or other adhesive. In some embodiments, the ultrasonic welder 1441 is activated prior to release of the second article component onto the first article component. In some embodiments, the ultrasonic welder 1441 is activated without extension of the mechanical separation mechanism 1470. In some embodiments, the ultrasonic welder 1441 is activated before the capture element 1405 is moved away from the first and second article components. Said tack weld is used for example to prevent dislodging of the article components when transferred to or at a downstream manufacturing apparatus, for example when traveling through hot rollers or when in transit from one manufacturing apparatus to another.

[00132] FIG. 13 shows a top view of the electroadhesion plate 1451. In some embodiments, the electroadhesion plate 1451 comprises a central orifice 1472 through which the ultrasonic welder 1441 may be projected towards an article component or a plurality of article components.

[00133] FIG. 14 shows a perspective view of an embodiment of a mechanical separation mechanism 1470 with integrated ultrasonic welder 1441 as used in FIG. 12A-12B. The ultrasonic welder 1441 is integrally located at the center of the mechanical separation mechanism 1470 in a location corresponding to the orifice 1472 of the electroadhesion plate 1451 as illustrated in FIG. 13.

[00134] In many embodiments, the electroadhesion gripper 1404 comprises an electroadhesion plate 1451 with a plurality of electroadhesion zones 1456 as previously described herein. Each electroadhesion zone 1456 for example comprises a mechanical separation mechanism 1470 and an ultrasonic welder 1441, such that each zone 1456 is individuated and actutable independent of every other zone 1456. In some embodiments, each zone 1456 is individuated in such a way that the capture and release modalities of each electroadhesion zone 1456 of the capture element 1405 are activated independently from every other zone.
Each zone 1456 for example has an integral ultrasonic welder 1441. The ultrasonic welder 1441 is optionally integrated into the mechanical separation mechanism 1470 of the electroadhesion zone 1456 as shown in FIGS. 11-14. In some embodiments, an ultrasonic welder 1441 is optionally embedded in each of the electroadhesion zones 1456 such that the tack weld is accomplished without additional motion of the robotic actuator following release of the article components on the second platform.

In some embodiments, each electroadhesion zone 1456 is separable from each other zone 1456 such that the electroadhesion plate 1451 has replaceable segments or zones 1456. In some embodiments, each replaceable segment 1456 of the electroadhesion plate 1451 comprises an electroadhesion zone 1456 and a housing 1454 with connection to the gripper 1404, such that the housing 1454 and electroadhesion zone 1456 are a detachable unit.

In many embodiments, the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion plate 1451 is non-planar. In many embodiments, the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion plate 1451 is compressible, for example being made of a compressible material. In some embodiments the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion plate 1451 is a compressible planar surface. In some embodiments, the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion plate 1451 is a compressible non-planar surface. In some embodiments, the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion plate 1451 is a non-compressible non-planar surface.

In many embodiments, the contact surface 1451 of one or more of an electroadhesion zone 1456 is non-planar. In many embodiments, the contact surface 1451 of the electroadhesion zone 1456 is compressible, for example being made of a compressible material, having a compressible coating, and/or being mounted via a compressible interface. In some embodiments, the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion zone 1456 is a compressible planar surface. In some embodiments, the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion zone 1456 is a compressible non-planar surface. In some embodiments, the contact surface 1452 of the electroadhesion zone 1456 is a non-compressible non-planar surface. In some embodiments the plurality of electroadhesion zones 1456 in the gripper are arranged so as to be coplanar. In some embodiments the plurality of electroadhesion zones 1456 in the gripper are arranged so as to be coplanar—for example specifically arranged so as to improve gripping force and article flatness following release onto the second platform. In some embodiments, the electroadhesive surface 1452 of each zone 1456 is coupled to an actuator or a passive linear movement mechanism such that the surfaces of the zones 1456 are at times coplanar and at other times on parallel but separate planes.

FIGS. 15A-15C show exemplary embodiments of an electroadhesion gripper plate 1551 with various patterns for electrodes. FIG. 15A shows an embodiment of an electroadhesion plate 1551 or electroadhesion zone 1556 wherein the electroadhesion electrodes form concentric rings. FIG. 15B shows an embodiment of an electroadhesion plate 1551 or electroadhesion zone 1556 wherein the electroadhesion electrodes form chains of donuts and squiggles. FIG. 15C shows an embodiment of an electroadhesion plate 1551 or electroadhesion zone 1556 wherein the electroadhesion electrodes are more traditionally patterned, for example with parallel lines, in a comb pattern, or interdigitated. It is contemplated that the electrodes are in the conductive traces or in the space between traces.
FIG. 16 shows a method 1600 of capturing and releasing a plurality of target objects using an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising an electroadhesion gripper as described previously herein. The method may use one or more of the systems and apparatus described herein.

At step 1601, a first article component and a second article component on a first platform are recognized, for example using an image taken by a camera above the first platform.

At step 1602, the first article component is captured by a first electroadhesion zone and the second article component is capture by a second electroadhesion zone. Capture of the first article component for example comprises activation of electroadhesion within the first electroadhesion zone (step 1602A). Capture of the second article component for example comprises activation of electroadhesion within the second electroadhesion zone (step 1602A). Capture of the first and second article components occurs simultaneously.

At step 1603, the capture of the first article component is detected by a first smart electrode embedded in the first electroadhesion zone.

At step 1604, the capture of the second article component is detected by a second smart electrode embedded in the second electroadhesion zone.

At step 1605, the first article component is released from the first electroadhesion zone while the second article component is retained at the second electroadhesion zone. Release of the first article component from the first electroadhesion zone for example comprises one or more of extension of the first electroadhesion zone (step 1605A) and reversal of the electrode voltage of the first electroadhesion zone (step 1605B).

At step 1606, release of the first article component is detected by the first smart electrode.

At step 1607, retention of the second article component is detected by the second smart electrode.

At step 1608, the second article component is released from the second electroadhesion zone. Release of the second article component from the second electroadhesion zone for example comprises any of the release mechanisms described previously herein.

At step 1609, release of the second article component is detected by the second smart electrode.

At step 1610, the previous steps are repeated for multiple article components.

Although the steps above show a method 1600 of capturing and releasing a plurality of target objects using an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising an electroadhesion gripper in accordance with embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize many variations based on the teaching described herein. The steps may be completed in a different order. Steps may be added or deleted. Some of the steps may comprise sub-steps. Many of the steps may be repeated as often as necessary to assemble at least a part of an article.

For example, in some embodiments Step 1601 may occur in multiple steps such that the first and second article components are detected at different times. Alternatively or in combination, Step 1602 optionally occurs such that the first and second article components are captured at different times. In many
embodiments, additional article components are for example detected and captured simultaneously with the detection and capture of the first and second article components, respectively.

[00152] Although the steps above show a method 1600 of capturing and releasing objects in accordance with embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize many variations based on the teaching described herein. The steps may be completed in a different order. Steps may be added or deleted. Some of the steps may comprise sub-steps. Many of the steps may be repeated as often as beneficial.

[00153] In many embodiments, one or more of the steps of the method 1600 are performed with circuitry of the various components described herein. In some embodiments, the circuitry is programmed to provide one or more of the steps of the method 1600, and the program comprises program instructions stored on a computer readable memory or programmed steps of the logic in the circuitry.

[00154] FIG. 17 shows a method 1700 of facilitating the manufacture of an article as described previously herein. The method may use one or more of the systems and apparatus described herein.

[00155] At step 1701, lighting at the operator-side of the first platform is optimized.

[00156] At step 1702, one or more guidance images and messages are projected onto the first platform.

[00157] At step 1703, a first article component is placed on the first platform.

[00158] At step 1704, the first article component is recognized.

[00159] At step 1705, misplacement of the first article component is identified.

[00160] At step 1706, whether or not the first article component is lying flat on the first platform is detected.

[00161] At step 1707, one or more messages and instructions are projected to the operator if a placement error is detected at one or more of steps 1705 and 1706.

[00162] At step 1708, steps 1703-1707 are repeated until the first article component is identified as correctly placed.

[00163] At step 1709, steps 1703-1708 are repeated for each additional article component.

[00164] At step 1710, the article component(s) is sent to the robot-side of the first platform.

[00165] Although the steps above show a method of facilitating the manufacture of an article in accordance with embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize many variations based on the teaching described herein. The steps may be completed in a different order. Steps may be added or deleted. Some of the steps may comprise sub-steps. Many of the steps may be repeated as often as necessary ensure correct placement of one or more article component on the operator-side of the first platform.

[00166] For example, in many embodiments two or more article components are placed on the first platform in Step 1703 such that recognition of each of the two or more article components (Step 1704) occurs simultaneously with recognition of each of the other of the two or more article components. Steps 1705-1708 are then performed in parallel for each article component to reduce time spent correcting placement errors.

[00167] Although the steps above show a method 1700 of facilitating manufacturing in accordance with embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize many variations based on the teaching
described herein. The steps may be completed in a different order. Steps may be added or deleted. Some of
the steps may comprise sub-steps. Many of the steps may be repeated as often as beneficial.

[00168] In many embodiments, one or more of the steps of the method 1700 are performed with circuitry of
the various components described herein. In some embodiments, the circuitry is programmed to provide one
or more of the steps of the method 1700, and the program comprises program instructions stored on a
computer readable memory or programmed steps of the logic in the circuitry.

[00169] FIG. 18 shows a method 1800 of manufacturing an article using an electroadhesion manufacturing
system comprising an electroadhesion gripper as described previously herein. The method may use one or
more of the systems and apparatus described herein.

[00170] At step 1801, incoming part information is received from an upstream manufacturing apparatus.

[00171] At step 1802, the presence of a first article component at the first platform is detected. In some
embodiments, the presence of the first article component is for example detected by any combination of an
overhead camera, gesture-controlled sensors, or other means described previously herein.

[00172] At step 1803, the presence of a second article component at the first platform is detected. The
system further recognizes that all article components have been placed on the first platform (Step 1803A).
For example, one or more of the shape, color, orientation, and number of article components placed on the
first platform is assessed by imaging the first platform and compared to expected shapes, colors, orientation,
and/or numbers as previously taught to the system as previously described herein. Upon recognition that all
expected article components have been placed on the operator-side of the first platform, the article
components are indexed to the robot-side of the first platform (Step 1803B), for example by rotation of a
first platform comprising a turntable.

[00173] At step 1804, the first article component on the first platform is recognized.

[00174] At step 1805, the capture element is placed over the first article component. Placement of the
capture element for example comprises one or more of moving a robotic arm (step 1805A) and aligning the
capture element to a first predetermined capture location (step 1805B).

[00175] At step 1806, the first article component is captured by the first electroadhesion zone. Capture for
example comprises activation of electroadhesion within the first electroadhesion zone (step 1806A).

[00176] At step 1807, the second article component on the first platform is recognized.

[00177] At step 1808, the capture element is placed over the second article component. Placement of the
capture element for example comprises one or more of moving the robotic arm (step 1808A) and aligning the
capture element to a second predetermined capture location (step 1808B).

[00178] At step 1809, the second article component is captured by the second electroadhesion zone. Capture
for example comprises activation of electroadhesion within the second electroadhesion zone (step 1809A).

[00179] At step 1810, the article components are moved to a position over the second platform. Movement
of the article components for example comprises one or more of moving the robotic arm (step 1810A),
recognizing a first predetermined location on the second platform (step 1810B), and aligning the capture
element to the first predetermined location (step 1810C).
At step 1811, the first article component is released from the first electroadhesion zone while the second article component is retained at the second electroadhesion zone. Release of the first article component from the first electroadhesion zone for example comprises one or more of extension of the first electroadhesion zone (step 1811A) and reversal of the electrode voltage of the first electroadhesion zone (step 1811B).

At step 1812, the second article component is released onto the second platform. Release of the second article component from the second electroadhesion zone for example optionally comprises moving the robotic arm to align the capture element with a second predetermined location of the second platform as previously described herein. Release of the second article component from the second electroadhesion zone for example comprises any of the release mechanisms described previously herein.

At step 1813, the previously described steps are repeated for multiple article components.

At step 1814, metrics are generated. The methods generated for example comprise one or more of manufacturing production rates (step 1814A), incoming part acceptance (step 1814B), part capture accuracy (step 1814C), and part placement accuracy (step 1814D).

At step 1815, the metrics are sent to a remote computing device (also described herein as a remote computer host).

At step 1816, outgoing part information is sent to downstream manufacturing apparatus.

Although the steps above show a method of manufacturing an article using an electroadhesion manufacturing system comprising an electroadhesion gripper in accordance with embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize many variations based on the teaching described herein. The steps may be completed in a different order. Steps may be added or deleted. Some of the steps may comprise sub-steps. Many of the steps may be repeated as often as necessary to assemble at least a part of an article.

For example, in many embodiments Steps 1802, 1803, 1804, and 1807 occur simultaneously such that the first and second article components are detected and recognized at the same time. Alternatively or in combination, Steps 1805 and 1808 of positioning the capture element optionally occur simultaneously when the first and second article components have been placed in predetermined capture locations such that Steps 1806 and 1809 are able to be performed simultaneously to capture the first and second article components at the same time. In many embodiments, additional article components are for example detected and captured simultaneously with the detection and capture of the first and second article components, respectively.

Although the steps above show a method 1800 of manufacturing an article in accordance with embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize many variations based on the teaching described herein. The steps may be completed in a different order. Steps may be added or deleted. Some of the steps may comprise sub-steps. Many of the steps may be repeated as often as beneficial.

In many embodiments, one or more of the steps of the method 1800 are performed with circuitry of the various components described herein. In some embodiments, the circuitry is programmed to provide one or more of the steps of the method 1800, and the program comprises program instructions stored on a computer readable memory or programmed steps of the logic in the circuitry.
FIG. 19 shows a method 1900 of manufacturing an article using an actuating second platform as described previously herein. The method may use one or more of the systems and apparatus described herein.

At step 1901, a first article component is received on the first platform.

At step 1902, the first article component is identified.

At step 1903, the position of the first article component on the first platform is determined.

At step 1904, one or more of the identity and position of the first article component is communicated to the second platform.

At step 1905, the second platform is repositioned to receive the first article component.

At step 1906, the first article component is conveyed to the second platform.

At step 1907, the first article component is received at the second platform from the first platform.

At step 1908, steps 1901-1908 are repeated for additional article components.

At step 1909, the article component(s) is fed on to further manufacturing apparatus.

Although the steps above show a method 1900 of manufacturing an article in accordance with embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize many variations based on the teaching described herein. The steps may be completed in a different order. Steps may be added or deleted. Some of the steps may comprise sub-steps. Many of the steps may be repeated as often as beneficial.

In many embodiments, one or more of the steps of the method 1900 are performed with circuitry of the various components described herein. In some embodiments, the circuitry is programmed to provide one or more of the steps of the method 1900, and the program comprises program instructions stored on a computer readable memory or programmed steps of the logic in the circuitry.

While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown and described herein, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that such embodiments are provided by way of example only. Numerous variations, changes, and substitutions will now occur to those skilled in the art without departing from the invention. It should be understood that various alternatives to the embodiments of the invention described herein may be employed in practicing the invention. It is intended that the following claims define the scope of the invention and that methods and structures within the scope of these claims and their equivalents be covered thereby.
CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of manufacturing an article with the aid of an electroadhesive capture element, the method comprising:
   capturing a first article component placed on a first platform via electroadhesion;
   capturing a second article component placed on the first platform via electroadhesion;
   moving the captured first and second article components to a position over a second platform,
   releasing the captured first article component to place the first article component on a first predetermined location of the second platform; and
   releasing the captured second article component to place the second article component on a second predetermined location of the second platform,
   wherein the first and second article components placed on the second platform are assembled into at least a portion of the article.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein one or more of capturing the first article component and capturing the second article component comprises recognizing one or more of the first and second article components with an automated visualization system.

3. The method of any of claims 1 to 2, wherein the automated visualization system comprises an imaging source positioned at a fixed location relative to the first platform.

4. The method of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein one or more of the first and second article components comprises a visual pattern to aid in recognition of the one or more of the first and second article component.

5. The method of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein at least a portion of the first platform is visually at least one of transparent and translucent to facilitate recognition of the one or more of the first and second article components with the automated visualization system.

6. The method of any of claims 1 to 5, wherein capturing the one or more of the first and second article components via electroadhesion comprises placing an electroadhesive surface of the capture element over the one or more of the first and second article components and activating the electroadhesive surface.

7. The method of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein the electroadhesive surface comprises a first zone for capturing the first article component and a second zone for capturing the second article component.

8. The method of any of claims 1 to 7, wherein the first and second zones of the electroadhesive surface are separately activated to capture or release one or more of the first and second article components.

9. The method of any of claims 1 to 8, wherein the first and second zones are concurrently activated.

10. The method of any of claims 1 to 9, wherein the first and second zones are sequentially activated.
11. The method of any of claims 1 to 10, wherein one or more of releasing the captured first article component and releasing the second article component comprises selectively releasing one or more of the first and second article components from the electroadhesion.

12. The method of any of claims 1 to 11, wherein one or more of capturing the first article component and capturing the second article component comprises detecting a presence of one or more of the first and second article components on the capture element.

13. The method of any of claims 1 to 12, wherein detecting the presence of one or more of the first and second article components on the capture element comprises measuring at the first platform one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of the measurement.

14. The method of any of claims 1 to 13, wherein one or more of releasing the captured first article component and releasing the second article component comprises aligning one or more of the first and second article component with the first or second predetermined location, respectively, with the aid of an automated visualization system.

15. The method of any of claims 1 to 14, wherein the automated visualization system comprises an imaging source positioned at a fixed location relative to the electroadhesive capture element.

16. The method of any of claims 1 to 15, wherein one or more of the first and second predetermined locations comprises a visual pattern to aid in aligning of the one or more first and second article component with the first or second predetermined location, respectively.

17. The method of any of claims 1 to 16, further comprising checking and recording placement accuracy of one or more of the released first and second article components in relation to a critical-to-quality tolerance with the automated visualization system.

18. The method of any of claims 1 to 17, wherein one or more of releasing the captured first article component and releasing the second article component comprises reversing an electrical voltage in at least a portion of the capture element.

19. The method of any of claims 1 to 18, wherein one or more of capturing the first article component and capturing the second article components comprises moving a robotic actuator to position the capture element.

20. The method of any of claims 1 to 19, wherein moving the captured first and second article components comprises moving the robotic actuator from over the first platform to over the second platform, and wherein the robotic actuator is moved to capture the first and second article components before moving over to the second platform.

21. The method of any of claims 1 to 20, wherein one or more of releasing the captured first article component to place the first article component on the first predetermined location of the second platform and releasing the captured second article component to place the second article component on a second predetermined location of the second platform comprises positioning the robotic actuator so that one
or more of the first article component and the second article component is precisely placed over the first or second predetermined location, respectively.

22. The method of any of claims 1 to 21, further comprising precisely repositioning the robotic actuator so that the second article component is precisely placed over the second predetermined location after the first article component has been released.

23. The method of any of claims 1 to 22, wherein positioning the robotic actuator comprises recognizing one or more of the first or second predetermined locations with an automated visualization system.

24. The method of any of claims 1 to 23, further comprising determining one or more of the first and second predetermined locations based on input from one or more of a user interface, the automated visualization system, or a pre-programmed recipe or protocol.

25. The method of any of claims 1 to 24, wherein the pre-programmed recipe or protocol minimizes contact between one or more of the first and second article components with one or more of an edge of the first zone and an edge of the second zone.

26. The method of any of claims 1 to 25, wherein the pre-programmed recipe or protocol minimizes the number of zones required to capture one or more of the first article component or the second article component.

27. The method of any of claims 1 to 26, wherein the pre-programmed recipe or protocol minimizes position re-adjustment of the capture element before release of one or more of the first article component and the second article component.

28. The method of any of claims 1 to 27, wherein the pre-programmed recipe or protocol maximizes the density of at least the first and second article components with captured.

29. The method of any of claims 1 to 28, wherein capturing the first article component comprises positioning the robotic actuator so that the first article component is aligned with a first predetermined capture location on the electroadhesive capture element and capturing the first article component on the first predetermined capture location.

30. The method of any of claims 1 to 29, wherein capturing the second article component comprises repositioning the robotic actuator so that the second article component is aligned with a second predetermined capture location on electroadhesive capture element and capturing the second article component on the second predetermined capture location.

31. The method of any of claims 1 to 30, wherein the robotic actuator comprises one or more of a robotic arm, a gantry, and a linear actuator.

32. The method of any of claims 1 to 31, wherein one or more of the captured first and second article component is released concurrently with an activation of an ultrasonic tack weld of the second article component onto the first article component.
33. The method of any of claims 1 to 32, further comprising pressing the second article component onto a cavity in the first article component after the first and second article components are released, wherein a finger on the capture element presses the second article into the cavity.

34. The method of any of claims 1 to 33, wherein the first article component comprises a custom fixture part.

35. The method of any of claims 1 to 34, further comprising capturing at least a third article component placed on the first platform via electroadhesion, moving the captured at least the third article component to the position over the second platform, and releasing the captured at least the third article component on at least a third predetermined location of the second platform.

36. The method of any of claims 1 to 35, wherein the first, second, and at least the third article components placed on the second platform are assembled into the article.

37. The method of any of claims 1 to 36, wherein one or more of the first and second article components comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

38. The method of any of claims 1 to 37, further comprising generating one or more manufacturing metrics based on at least one of imaging the first and/or second article components at one the first platform, capturing the first and second article components, moving the captured first and second article components, releasing the captured first and second article components, or imaging the first and/or second article components at the second platform.

39. The method of any of claims 1 to 38, wherein the manufacturing metric comprises one or more of manufacturing production rate, incoming part acceptance, part capture accuracy, and part placement accuracy.

40. The method of any of claims 1 to 39, further comprising transmitting the one or more manufacturing metrics to a remote computing device, the remote computing device generating one or more manufacturing insights based on the one or more manufacturing metrics.

41. The method of any of claims 1 to 40, further comprising receiving incoming part information for the first and second article components from an upstream manufacturing apparatus, and wherein the first and second article components are captured based on the received incoming part information.

42. The method of any of claims 1 to 41, further comprising generating outgoing part information for the released first and second articles on the second platform.

43. The method of any of claims 1 to 42, further comprising transmitting the outgoing part information to a downstream manufacturing apparatus.

44. A system for manufacturing an article, the system comprising:

- a first platform configured to guide the placement of a first article component and a second article component thereon;
a second platform having a first predetermined location for the first article component and a second
predetermined location for the second article component;
an electroadhesive capture element for capturing the first and second article components placed on
the first platform; and
a robotic actuator coupled to the capture element to move the capture element to capture the first and second
article components and to move the capture element to reposition the captured first and second
article components over the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform, respectively,
wherein the capture element releases the first and second article components onto the first and
second predetermined locations, respectively, and
wherein the first and second article components placed on the second platform are assembled into
the article.
45. The system of claim 44, further comprising an automated visualization system configured to
recognize one or more of the first and second article components placed on the first platform.
46. The system of any of claims 44 to 45, wherein at least a portion of the first platform is at
least one of visually transparent, visually translucent, or visually opaque to facilitate one or more of
recognition and location of the one or more of the first and second article components with the automated
visualization system.
47. The system of any of claims 44 to 46, wherein one or more of the first and second article
components comprises a visual pattern to aid in recognition thereof.
48. The system of any of claims 44 to 47, further comprising an automated visualization system
configured to determine one or more of the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform
to facilitate release of one or more of the first and second article components precisely onto the first and
second predetermined locations, respectively.
49. The system of any of claims 44 to 48, wherein one or more of the first and second
predetermined locations comprises a visual pattern to aid in aligning of the one or more first and second
article component with the first or second predetermined location on the second platform, respectively.
50. The system of any of claims 44 to 49, wherein placement accuracy of one or more of the
released first and second article components is checked and recorded in relation to a critical-to-quality
tolerance.
51. The system of any of claims 44 to 50, wherein the capture element comprises an
electroadhesive surface.
52. The system of any of claims 44 to 51, wherein the electroadhesive surface comprises a first
zone for capturing the first article component and a second zone for capturing the second article component.
53. The system of any of claims 44 to 52, wherein the first and second zones of the
electroadhesive surface are separately activated to selectively capture or release one or more of the first and
second article components.
54. The system of any of claims 44 to 53, wherein one or more of the first and second zones of the electroadhesive surface are configured to detect a presence of one or more of the first and second article components on the first platform, respectively.

55. The system of any of claims 44 to 54, wherein the presence of one or more of the first or second article components on the capture element is detected by measuring at the capture element one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of the measurement.

56. The system of any of claims 44 to 55, wherein the capture element comprises a first zone for capturing the first article component and a second zone for capturing the second article component, and wherein the first and second zones are separately mechanically actuated to selectively capture or release one or more of the first and second article components.

57. The system of any of claims 44 to 56, wherein the robotic actuator is configured to position the capture element to sequentially capture the first and second article components from the first platform.

58. The system of any of claims 44 to 57, wherein sequentially capturing the first and second article components from the first platform comprises positioning the robotic actuator so that the first article component is aligned with a first predetermined capture location on the capture element, capturing the first article component on the first predetermined capture location, repositioning the robotic actuator so that the second article component is aligned with a second predetermined capture location on the capture element, and capturing the second article component on the second predetermined capture location.

59. The system of any of claims 44 to 58, wherein the robotic actuator is configured to position the capture element to simultaneously capture the first and second article components from the first platform.

60. The system of any of claims 44 to 59, wherein the robotic actuator is configured to move the capture element to sequentially position the captured first and second article components over the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform, respectively.

61. The system of any of claims 44 to 60, wherein the robotic actuator is configured to move the capture element to simultaneously position the captured first and second article components over the first and second predetermined locations on the second platform, respectively.

62. The system of any of claims 44 to 61, wherein the robotic actuator comprises a robotic arm.

63. The system of any of claims 44 to 62, further comprising an image projector adapted to project one or more guiding images onto the first platform to guide placement of the first and second article components.

64. The system of any of claims 44 to 63, wherein at least a portion of the first platform is at least one of visually transparent, visually translucent, or visually opaque to facilitate the projection of the one or more guiding images therethrough.

65. The system of any of claims 44 to 64, wherein at least a portion of the first platform is movable to reposition the first and second article components placed thereon closer to the capture element.
from an initial position closer to a user so that the user can place the first and second article components thereon.

66. The system of any of claims 44 to 65, wherein the first platform comprises a first portion configured to guide the placement of an initial set of first and second article components thereon by a user and a second portion configured to guide the placement of a subsequent set of first and second article components thereon by the user.

67. The system of any of claims 44 to 66, wherein, after the initial set of first and second article components is placed on the first portion, the first platform is moved to position the first portion closer to the capture element.

68. The system of any of claims 44 to 67, wherein, after the initial set of first and second article components is placed on the first portion, the first platform is moved to position the first portion closer to the capture element while the second portion is positioned closer to the user.

69. The system of any of claims 44 to 68, wherein the first platform is rotatable to alternatingly position the first or second portion closer to the capture element while the opposite portion is closer to the user.

70. The system of any of claims 44 to 69, wherein the second platform comprises a conveyer or conveyer belt.

71. The system of any of claims 44 to 70, wherein one or more of the first and second article components comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

72. The system of any of claims 44 to 71, wherein one or more of the first and second platforms comprises an electroadhesive surface to maintain placement of the one or more of the first and second article components.

73. The system of any of claims 44 to 72, further comprising a controller coupled to one or more of the first platform, the second platform, the capture element, and the robotic actuator.

74. The system of any of claims 44 to 73, wherein the controller is configured to generate one or more manufacturing metrics based on one or more of acquiring one or more images of the first and second article components on the first platform, capturing the first and second article components, moving the captured first and second article components, releasing the captured first and second article components, and acquiring one or more images of the first and second article components on the second platform.

75. The system of any of claims 44 to 74, wherein the manufacturing metric comprises one or more of manufacturing production rate, incoming part acceptance, part capture accuracy, and part placement accuracy.

76. The system of any of claims 44 to 75, wherein the controller is configured to transmit the one or more manufacturing metrics to a remote computing device, the remote computing device generating one or more manufacturing insights based on the one or more manufacturing metrics.
77. The system of any of claims 44 to 76, wherein the controller is configured to receive incoming part information for the first and second article components from an upstream manufacturing apparatus and cause the first and second article components to be captured based on the received incoming part information.

78. The system of any of claims 44 to 77, wherein the controller is configured to generate outgoing part information for the first and second article components and cause the outgoing part information to be transmitted to a downstream manufacturing apparatus.

79. An electroadhesive apparatus comprising:
a first electroadhesive zone; and
an electroadhesive plate having a contact surface for capturing one or more target objects with electroadhesion, the electroadhesive plate comprising a plurality of electroadhesive zones, wherein electroadhesion in each electroadhesive zone is separately activated; and
a controller configured to individually activate or deactivate electroadhesion in each of the electroadhesive zones.

80. The apparatus of claim 79, wherein the controller is coupled to each of the electroadhesive zones to individually activate electroadhesion in each of the electroadhesive zones.

81. The apparatus of any of claims 79 to 80, wherein the controller is configured to detect capture of the one or more target objects in one or more of the electroadhesive zones.

82. The apparatus of any of claims 79 to 81, wherein the controller is configured to detect capture of the one or more target objects in the one or more of the electroadhesive zones by measuring at the one or more of the electroadhesive zones one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of the measurement.

83. The apparatus of any of claims 79 to 82, wherein two or more of the electroadhesive zones are coplanar.

84. The apparatus of any of claims 79 to 83, wherein two or more of the electroadhesive zones are non-planar.

85. The apparatus of any of claims 79 to 84, wherein one or more of the electroadhesive zones is compressible.

86. The apparatus of any of claims 79 to 85, wherein one or more of the electroadhesive zones is configured to be extended forward from a retracted position to separate the extended electroadhesive zone from a remainder of one or more unextended electroadhesive zones.

87. A method of capturing and releasing a plurality of target objects, the method comprising:
capturing a first target object with a first electroadhesive zone of an electroadhesive plate;
capturing a second target object with a second electroadhesive zone of the electroadhesive plate, the first and second electroadhesive plates being in separate positions;
releasing the first target object from the first electroadhesive zone while the second target object remains captured by the second electroadhesive zone; and
releasing the second target object from the second electroadhesive zone.

88. The method of claim 87, wherein capturing one or more of the first or second target objects comprises detecting capture of the one or more of the first or second target objects.

89. The method of any of claims 87 to 88, wherein detecting capture comprises measuring at the one or more of the electroadhesive zones one or more of electrode current, voltage, electrode admittance, and electrode impedance and recognizing a signal pattern in one or more of a AC and DC signal component of the measurement.

90. The method of any of claims 87 to 89, wherein releasing the first target object from the first electroadhesive zone comprises extending forward the first electroadhesive zone from a retracted position while the second electroadhesive zone remains retracted.

91. The method of any of claims 87 to 90, wherein releasing the second target object from the second electroadhesive zone comprises extending forward the second electroadhesive zone from a retracted position while the first electroadhesive zone remains retracted.

92. A system for facilitating the manufacture of an article, the system comprising:

a platform for placement of at least one article component thereon; and

an image projector adapted to project at least one guiding image onto the platform to guide placement of the at least one article component thereon,

wherein the at least one article component is assembled into at least a portion of a complete article.

93. The system of claim 92, further comprising an imaging system configured to recognize the at least one article placed onto the platform.

94. The system of any of claims 92 to 93, wherein the imaging system comprises one or more overhead cameras positioned above the platform.

95. The system of any of claims 92 to 94, further comprising a controller coupled to the imaging system to identify misplacement of the at least one article component on the platform.

96. The system of any of claims 92 to 95, wherein the image projector is adapted to project a structured light onto the at least one article component placed on the platform, and wherein the imaging system is configured to detect whether the at least one article component is placed flat on the platform based on the structured light projected on the at least one article component.

97. The system of any of claims 92 to 96, wherein the image projector is further configured to project one or more messages and instructions for the user on the platform.

98. The system of any of claims 92 to 97, wherein at least a portion of the platform is at least one of visually transparent, visually translucent, or visually opaque to facilitate the projection of the at least one guiding image.

99. The system of any of claims 92 to 98, wherein the platform is movable.

100. The system of any of claims 92 to 99, further comprising a controller in operative communication with the platform and image projector.
101. The system of any of claims 92 to 100, wherein the image projector is configured to project a plurality of guiding images, and wherein the image projector is configured to project two or more of the guiding images selectively.

102. The system of any of claims 92 to 101, wherein the image projector is configured to project two or more of the guiding images selectively to optimize lighting on the platform.

103. The system of any of claims 92 to 102, wherein the at least one article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

104. A method of manufacturing an article, the method comprising:
   (a) receiving an article component on a first platform;
   (b) identifying the article component received on the first platform;
   (c) determining a position of the article component received on the first platform;
   (d) repositioning a second platform in response to one or more of the identified article component or the determined position thereof; and
   (e) receiving the article component on the second platform from the first platform.

105. The method of claim 104, wherein a plurality of article components received by the second platform is assembled into at least a portion of the article.

106. The method of any of claims 104 to 105, further comprising repeating steps (a) to (e) to generate a stack of article components.

107. The method of any of claims 104 to 106, further comprising feeding the stack of article components onto a further manufacturing apparatus.

108. The method of any of claims 104 to 107, wherein (d) repositioning the second platform comprises one or more of moving the second platform along a first horizontal axis, moving the second platform along a second horizontal axis orthogonal to the first horizontal axis, moving the second platform along a vertical axis orthogonal to the first and second horizontal axes, rotating the second platform about the vertical axis, and tilting the second platform.

109. The method of any of claims 104 to 108, wherein one or more of the steps of (b) identifying the article component received on the first platform and (c) determining the position of the article component received on the first platform is performed using an imaging system in operative communication with the second platform.

110. The method of any of claims 104 to 109, wherein the imaging system comprises an overhead camera positioned overhead one or more of the first and second platforms.

111. The method of any of claims 104 to 110, wherein the step of (d) repositioning the second platform in response to one or more of the identified article component and the determined position thereof comprises moving a robotic actuator coupled to the second platform.
112. The method of any of claims 104 to 111, wherein the robotic actuator comprises a robotic arm.

113. The method of any of claims 104 to 112, wherein the step of receiving the article component on the second platform from the first platform comprises conveying the article component from the first platform onto the repositioned second platform.

114. The method of any of claims 104 to 113, wherein the article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

115. A system for manufacturing an article, the system comprising:
   a first platform configured to receive an article component;
   a second platform configured to receive the article component from the first platform;
   an imaging system configured to identify the article component received on the platform and determine a position of the article received on the first platform; and
   a controller configured to reposition the second platform in response to one or more of the identified article component and the determined position thereof prior to receiving the article component from the first platform.

116. The system of claim 115, wherein the second platform is configured to one or more of translate along a first horizontal axis, translate along a second horizontal axis orthogonal to the first horizontal axis, translate along a vertical axis orthogonal to the first and second horizontal axes, rotate about the vertical axis, or tilt about the vertical axis.

117. The system of any of claims 115 to 116, wherein the imaging system comprises an overhead camera positioned overhead one or more of the first and second platforms.

118. The system of any of claims 115 to 117, further comprising a robotic actuator coupled to the second platform to move the second platform, the controller being in operative communication with the robotic actuator.

119. The system of any of claims 115 to 118, wherein the robotic actuator comprises a robotic arm.

120. The system of any of claims 115 to 119, wherein the first platform is configured to convey the received article component onto the repositioned second platform.

121. The system of any of claims 115 to 120, wherein the receiving of the article component by the first platform from the first platform is facilitated by gravity.

122. The system of any of claims 115 to 121, wherein one or more of the first and second platforms constitute a conveyer belt.

123. The system of any of claims 115 to 122, wherein the conveyer belt is controllable to either advance or retract the article component.
124. The system of any of claims 115 to 123, wherein the article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

125. A method for manufacturing an article in an automated manner, the method comprising:
positioning a first article component at a first manufacturing station, wherein an article component recognition system determines a first identity of the first article component and determines a first orientation and first location of the first article component;
retrieving a second article component from a second manufacturing station, wherein the article component recognition system determines a second identity of the second article component and determines a second orientation of the second article component;
using an electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus to transfer the second article component onto the first article component by transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component, which is determined based on the first orientation and the first identity of the first article component; and
using the electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus, which transferred the second article component, to temporarily attach the second article component to the first article component to maintain positioning for downstream processing,
wherein using the electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus to transfer the second article component onto the first article component comprises electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component.

126. The method of claim 125, wherein the article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

127. A system for manufacturing an article in an automated manner, the system comprising:
a first manufacturing station at which a first article component is positioned;
a second manufacturing station at which a second article component is positioned;
an article component recognition system that uses a processor, which communicates with computer-storage media, to determine a first identity and a first orientation of the first article component and to determine a second identity and a second orientation of the second article component; and
an electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus that transfers the second article component onto the first article component by transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component,
wherein the electroadhesive article-recognition system determines the third orientation based on the first identity and the first orientation of the first article component,
wherein the electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus attaches the second article component onto the first article component, and

wherein the electroadhesive article-manufacturing apparatus transfers the second article component onto the first article component by electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component.

128. The system of claim 127, wherein the article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

129. A method for manufacturing an article in an automated manner, the method comprising:

positioning a first article component on a support surface and at a first manufacturing station, wherein the first article component is substantially flat on the support surface, and wherein an article component recognition system determines a first identity and a first location of the first article component;

using the article component recognition system to determine a second identity of a second article component and a second orientation of the second article component;

placing by a first automated part pickup tool the second article component on top of the first article component by transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component, wherein transferring the second article component from its second orientation to a third orientation relative to the first article component comprises electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component, wherein a first automated attachment tool attaches the second article component to the first article component, thereby forming an assembly of the first article component and the second article component;

using the article component recognition system to determine a third identity and a fourth orientation of the assembly of the first article component and the second article component;

using the article component recognition system to determine a fourth identity of a third article component and a fifth orientation of the third article component;

moving the assembly of the first article component and the second article component to a second manufacturing station, wherein a second automated part pickup tool places the third article component on top of the assembly of the first article component and the second article component by transferring the third article component from its fifth orientation to a sixth orientation relative to the assembly of the first article component and the second article component, which is determined based on the third identity and the fourth orientation of the assembly, wherein transferring the third article component from its fifth orientation to the sixth orientation comprises electroadhesively capturing and releasing the second article component; and

attaching by a second automated attachment tool the third article component to the assembly of the first article component and the second article component.

130. The method of claim 129, wherein the article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises,
respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

131. A method for positioning and assembling an article in an automated manner during an article manufacturing process, the method comprising:

receiving an image depicting a two-dimensional representation of an attachment article component which is to be attached to a base article component;

determining one or more pixel coordinates of the image;

converting, by a computer processor, the one or more pixel coordinates of the image to a geometric coordinate of a geometric coordinate system which maps a three-dimensional space within which the attachment article component is positioned and the multi-functional manufacturing tool operates;

capturing the attachment article component with the electroadhesive pick-up tool in response to the geometric coordinate; and

transferring, by the electroadhesive pick-up tool, the attachment article component to the base article component.

132. The method of claim 131, further comprising determining another geometric coordinate of the geometric coordinate system by analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component to which the attachment article component will be attached.

133. The method of any of claims 131 to 132, wherein transferring the attachment article component comprises transferring, by the electroadhesive pick-up tool, the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate, thereby moving the attachment article component to a location in the three-dimensional space at which the attachment article component is to be attached to the base article component.

134. The method of any of claims 131 to 133, further comprising analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component attached to the attachment article component to determine placement or attachment accuracy or quality.

135. The method of any of claims 131 to 134, wherein the attachment article component is transferred in response to the geometric coordinate.

136. The method of any of claims 131 to 135, wherein one or more of the attachment and base article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part, and wherein the article comprises, respectively, at least a portion of an article of clothing, at least a portion of a shoe, at least a portion of a machine, or at least a portion of a circuit.

137. A method of positioning and joining a plurality of article components utilizing automated identification of the article components and a multi-functional manufacturing tool, the method comprising:

receiving an image depicting a two-dimensional representation of an attachment article component which is to be attached to a base article component;

determining a geometric coordinate of a geometric coordinate system by analyzing the image, wherein the geometric coordinate system maps a three-dimensional space within which the attachment article component is positioned and the multi-functional manufacturing tool operates;
capturing the attachment article component with the electroadhesive pick-up tool in response to the geometric coordinate;
transferring, by an electroadhesive gripper of the multi-functional manufacturing tool, the attachment article component to the base article component; and
attaching, by the multi-functional manufacturing tool, the attachment article component to the base article component.

138. The method of claim 137, further comprising determining another geometric coordinate of the geometric coordinate system by analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component to which the attachment article component will be attached.

139. The method of any of claims 137 to 138, wherein transferring the attachment article component comprises transferring, by an electroadhesive gripper of the multi-functional manufacturing tool, the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate, thereby moving the attachment article component to a location in the three-dimensional space at which the attachment article component is to be attached to the base article component.

140. The method of any of claims 137 to 139, further comprising analyzing a different image depicting a two-dimensional representation of the base article component attached to the attachment article component to determine placement or attachment accuracy or quality.

141. The method of any of claims 137 to 140, wherein the attachment article component is transferred in response to the geometric coordinate.

142. The method of any of claims 137 to 141, wherein one or more of the attachment and base article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part.

143. A system that positions and attaches an article component in an automated manner during an article manufacturing process, the system comprising:
an image recorder that records an image depicting a two-dimensional representation of an attachment article component, which is to be attached to a base article component; and
computer storage media having stored thereon computer-executable instructions that, when executed, cause a computing device to:
(a) determine pixel coordinates of the image,
(b) convert the pixel coordinates of the image to a geometric coordinate in a geometric coordinate system, which maps a three-dimensional space within which the attachment article component is positioned and an electroadhesive manufacturing tool operates,
(c) determine another geometric coordinate in the geometric coordinate system by analyzing a different image of the base article component, and
(d) instruct the electroadhesive manufacturing tool to transfer the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate, thereby moving the attachment article component to a location in the
three-dimensional space at which the attachment article component is to be attached to the base article component,

wherein the electroadhesive manufacturing tool transfers the attachment article component to the other geometric coordinate by electroadhesively capturing the attachment article and subsequently releasing the captured attachment article to the other geometric coordinate.

144. The system of claim 143, wherein one or more of the attachment and base article component comprises a textile piece, a shoe part, an automotive part, a machinery part, or a circuitry part.

145. A fabric auto-layering device comprising:
a controller configured to receive one or more computer-aided design files of a part outline, generate user interface part placement, error check part placement, and identify part placement or position; and
a layering element to place one or more parts, the layering element being in operative communication with the controller.

146. A fabric auto-layering system comprising:
a fabric auto-layering device configured to transmit information comprising one or more of part placement accuracy information and a raw image of part placement; and
a remote computing device in communication with the fabric auto-layering device to receive the transmitted information and compute one or more quality metrics in response.

147. A fabric auto-layering device comprising:
A user interface configured to guide part placement by a user onto a platform, determine whether the part has been properly placed, and confirm proper placement to the user.

148. A fabric auto-layering system comprising:
a plurality of fabric auto-layering devices in communication with one another such that the plurality of fabric auto-layering devices are one or more of coordinated with one another, controlled in relation to one another, and able to communicate operational metrics with one another.

149. A method of manufacturing an article with the aid of an electroadhesive capture element, the method comprising:
capturing a first article component placed on a platform via electroadhesion, the first article component being from a manufacturing station;
moving the captured first article component to a position aligned with a second article component placed on the platform, the second article component being from the manufacturing station;
releasing the captured first article component to be placed in alignment with the second article component;
attaching the first and second article components to one another to generate an assembled article component; and
returning the assembled article component to the manufacturing station.
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